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AJLBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZ EN.
VOLUME
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EVENING, SEPEMHEK

BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER

ANNUAL GRAND ARMY PARADE

NUMBER 2JU

1905.

(J,

WHAT IS OCCURING AT HOME

GREAT EVENT OF THE DAY

BOTH IN RUSSIA AND JAPAN

Interested Spectators Who Greet

the Veterans With Continuous Rounds

Fighting in Sakhalien and Manchuria but Neither
is Represented as on Large

of Applause.

Scale.

Way Lined With

DROP FROM THE LINE

MANY AGED AND INFIRM
At

NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

JAPANESE MUCH EXCITED OVER PEACE TERMS

Columbus, Ohio, Shortsville, New York and Carmel,
Maine, Other Gatherings of Veterans Were
Held of Local Interest.
REGIMENTS

FROM

SURVIVORS

Denver, Colo., Sept. B. The main
event of the Grand Army encampment,
speaking from the viewpoint of the
rank and file, was the grand parade
which occurred today. Many who
march were exmade the
hausted when the end was reached,
and many others, weakened by age,
fell out of the line long before the
journey was completed.
The ovation given the marchers was
unstiuted.
The streets were packed
with people and the windows and
roots of buildings along the line" of
march swarmed with sightseers.
ClKering was continuous, and the
grizzled old warrio.s were kept busy
bowing acknowledgments and raising
their hats in salute.
Light showers had fallen during the
night, but the weather had cleared
this morning, and the annual Grand
Army parade never took place unjTer
more favorable
auspices. Cokwl
Geo;ge K. Randolph was grand marshal.
two-mil-

e

OTHER VETERANS ALSO
MET AT OTHER PLACES.
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 6. Fuller's
troops, conOhio brigade of four-yea- r
Thirty-nintsisting of the Twenty-seventregiments
of
and Sixty-thirVolunteer infantry, opened its annual
reunion lu the council chamber of the

h

d

VETERAN'S MONUMENT
HE MARRIED

A

o

MARYLAND REPUBLICANS
HOLD A STATE CONVENTION

Baltimore, Sept. 6. The . republican state convention met here this
morning for the purpose of appointing
committees and adopting a party platform. The convention met this forenoon, appointed the customary committees and then took a recess until
this afternoon, when the committee on
resolutions will submit a platform.
Immediately niter the a ljournnient
of the com ,;:!
the members of the
state executive committee met, organized anil elected a new chairman.
An adjourned meeting of the convention wlil be held on September 2fi,
when a candidate for comptroller will
le named and the action of the previous session will be endorsed. There
is a strong belief that Mr. John B.
Hanna. the present chairman of the
state committee, will bo
The only other man who has been
mentioned for the position Is Mr. Philip Lee Goidsborough, who would have
to resitrn his position as collector of
internal revenue to accept the chairmanship.
Southern Cotton Growers Meet.
Asheville, X. C, September G. The
annual convention of the Southern
Cotton Growers' association met hei
today for a week's session. It had
originally been, set for August 10, but
was postponed owing to the fact that
at that time the members of the as
sociation were too busy with their!
cotton crops to attend a convention,!
Important as It might be. At the
opening session today the question of
cotton reports was the principal subject of discussion. Many important
matters will come up for consideration before the- - convention, including
tho co; ton report scandal in Washington, the crop outlook In the cuTTon
the
belt, the question of leguhuing
cotton prices and the action of the
spinners who are holding out for the
purpose of depressing the market.
The Insurance Inquiry Begins.
New Yolk, Sept. ti. The legislative
committee which is to liok Into the
evils of lii'e insurance with a view of
finding a remedy for conditions such
as prevaih d in the Equitable, began
its Investigation here today. The first
was held in the alder-mani- c
open Kes.-io-n
chamber of the city hall fins
morning. Senator Armstrong presided
and the examination was conducted
by Messrs. Huu'hes and MeKeen, 'he1
two leal advisors of the committee.

MEET

MANY JEWS AND ARMENIANS ARE MASSACRED

MW?

2

jfi
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Portsmouth, X. H., Sept. 6. Life
this picturesque section of New
England began slipping back Into normal channels today, with the departure of Mr. WJtte and the Russian commission on a special train for New
York, and of the members of the Japanese entourage, who did not go with
Hat on Komura last night. Witte was
cheered as he left. Mr. Takahlra,
who headed the Japanese party, also
was heartily cheered.

IN RUSSIA

mlliatcd and denouncing the terms uptreaty of peace was ai
ranged. The gathering eventually dispersed ln an orderly manner.
Later, however, a crowd attempted
to hold a meeting In the Shintoml themym - Sm
fin-W- tf
ater and the police dispersed It.
A portion of the crowd then proceeded to the office of the Kokumla
Shlnbun, a government organ, hurled
Btones and damaged the machinery.
Several persons were Injured, but th
police eventually cleared the street
ANOTHER DEFEAT FOR THE
RUSSIAN ISLAND FORCES. and arrested a number of rioters.
Disorder Is not general, nor the sitTokio, Sept, 2, noon. (Delayed in uation serious. Similar meetings ai
transmission.)
An official report
Osaka and Nagoya denounced the gor-menounces a complete and crusmng de- and asked them to resign.
feat of the remnant of the Russian
forces, after five hours of severe fight RADICAL PAPERS ADVISE
ing at Naibutal, on the west coast of
REFUSAL TORATIFY PEACE
the Island of Sakhalien. The Russian
1.
Tokio,
(Delayed in Transkilled numbered 13u. The casualties mission) Sept
The press telegrams outlinof the Japanese were slight.
ing peace terms are further inflaming
the sentiment against the settlement.
LINEVITCH CLAIMS HE HAD A
has been no violence, although
LITTLE BRUSH WITH JAPS. There
mimn,
iwm man mmm T,4E0tO(eEi mm11'
as a precautionary measure the police
St. Peteisburg, Sept. 6. Telegraphreserves
The
I'M FROUD I
ing Emperor Nicholas under date of governmenthave been Increased.
continues silent. The conSeptember 6, General Linevltch re- servative element
mEMTmnMsnEMMnm
predict that the
ported that the Japanese, on Septem- country
approve the settlement
ber 4, started to advance along the when the will
conditions are thorough unr
Mandarin road and commenced conradical paper
structing
entrenchments,
but that advise a The minorratify
to
the treaty
they retired after meeting the Russian through refusal expedients.
RESIGNATION OF
various
The bulk
artillery Are.
of the people continue apathetic.
.
DOCTOR SALMON JAPS THINK NEGOTIATIONS
"COMMENCED PREMATURELY. ALVARADO RENEWS OFFER
AS
Nagasaki, Aug. 31. ( Delayed ln
TO PAY MEXICO'S DEBT
transmission.)
The peace news was
Guadalajara, Mexico., Sept. 6. PedHe Offers it and President received without enthusiasm In the ro Alvarado, the
of
chief centers of Klu Shiu province. Parral, Mexico, . who was a laborer
feeling
chagrin
general
Is
a
There
of
it
Accepts
New
at
Over
working a mine for 50 cents a day
Venires
Clerk
that Japan has been deprived f the only a few yars a&V
hs nia.C a
diplorightful
of
victory.
fruits
The
Once.'
strike of fabuiotis richness in hia i
SuperSworn in
matic failure Is considered to be due
Official to Serve-Stro- up
mine. It is reported
Alvato the negotiations having commenced rado has renewed his offer that
to Presiprematurely.
dent Diaz to pay the public debt of
SATISFACTORY
of County Schools.
NOT
CONDITIONS
Mexico. He says that he obtains bU
ABANDONMENT OF INDEMNITY
from the ground and that he
wealth
DISAPPOINTMENT.
CAUSES
the government Is entitled to
Yokahoma, Aug. 30. (Delayed In athinks
D. C, Sept. C Dr. DaWashington,
good portion of It.
This morning at 10 o'clock. Judge, therefore did not appear before the
transmission.)
The conditions of the
He has Just completed a palatial
Ira A. Abbott, sitting as judge of the county commissioners. It is under-secon- vid Salmon, chief of the bureau of ani- peace terms are not definitely known
judicial district, decided that, stood, however, that Mr. Armljo will mal Industry, has tendered his resig- here, but It Is rumored that the aban- residence near the niineat a cost of
thousand dollars.
he was bound to recognize the com- - j have his bond in a few days.
nation to take effect Immediately upon donment of the Indemnity will cause several is ahundred
piano ln every room. Se
mission of Oovernor Otero appointing!
general and profound disappointment. There
successor.
his
appointment
of
the
million dollars of his money Is
Perfecto Armljo sheriff of Bernalillo!
The Court's Opinion.
There have been no demonstrations eral
said to be kept In a strong Iron cage
county, and that the holder of the com-- i
Same.
Accepts
Eventhe
President
presented
The
yet.
here
as
Abbott
j,iee
..
.....
.
.. .. .
at his home, where it is constantly
i.
untitUI i. .i rontirnillnn
.tv,B...t... aa.ing citizen
cutii.ru
Washington. I). C, Sept. 6. Dr. Sal"""'"uof"Bernalillo
wltn tne ionowing
guarded by an armed force of men. He
county. The court ten 0I,mn,
giving his reasons fori the mon's resignation was accepted to TOKIO HAS DISTURBANCE
instructed tne cleric to turn over tne cour8e wnich he thinks is proper to take effect October 1.
AND POLICE INTERFERE has never permitted a mining expert
enter his mine and no report of Its
venires ior uie jurors wno nave ueeu; purgue ln tne matter:
Tokio, Sept. 6. (Delayed In Trans- to
richness has ever been made.
selected to serve at....the nextm term of
Tendered.
Was
Resignation
Why
preattendmission)
lawfully
The
first
turbulence
Armijo
Mr.
Perfecto
A...Mn i to D,..u "'""J"uie wbiru-Washington, D. C, Sept. 6. Willie ant on popular anger over the terms
8ented t0 me as JudK8 of the Second
Immediately upon the decision of 1,I,ii(.iB, riutrlet a commission In due the announcement was made that the of peace, took place today. A mass INCENDIARIES BURNING
LARGE CAUCASIAN CITIES
the Judge in the points under discus fol.m frQm M A oteio, governor of resignation of Dr, Salmon was purely meeting to protest against the action
... jsew Mexico, declaring tnai a vacancy voluntary, there is a well authenticat- of the government was called to take St. Petersburg. Sept. 6. Private
. u. yunuc.o,
diuu, nuui ucj a
from Baku, Caucasia, today say
uookou ana A. u. uoiiuin, represent-- , exslea ln tne 0flu.e of sheriff of Ber ed rumor that President Roosevelt place In lliblya park, but the metropomg l. s. Huunen, applied tor a wm nallllo
county, and appointing him was not satisfied with the condition litan police closed the gates and at- "the 'block town" district of that city
OI mauuU'Uius eo compel iuc cium ie Kht'rilT
to fill such vacancy. At the shown by the investigation of Dr. Sal- tempted to prevent the assemblage. is still burning and also the works at
turn over the venires for the Jurors i Bame tlme he presenteil two bonds mon's department, recently ordered on The municipality protested against Blaken Biblebat, Nomanl and Sabunto.
to T. S. Hubbell. as the lawfully elect,h form required by law for the the charge that he was financially In- the action of the police, and finally The losses amount to millions of roued sheriff of Bernalillo county. The performance of his official duties, and terested in the firm supplying labels the gates were thrown open. A large bles. Baku is overhung with dense
court set the hearing of the writ at they were approved by me. He then to the bureau of which the doctor was crowd gathered and voted in favor of clouds of smoke, while flames of burn2 o'clock this afternoon.
a resolution declaring the nation hu- - ing building Illuminated the city all
demanded of the clerk of the court chief.
night. It is alleged that the disorders
Attorneys Argue for Writ
the venires for the jurors who have
were started by the Armenians, who,
At 2 o'clock the court heard the ar- .been selected and were to be sum
term of
disguised as soldiers, fired on the, Rusguments of the counsel for Hublell, nioned to serve at the next
sians and Tartars.
..sking that a writ of iikui i..nni , he is- said court for Bernalillo county. Prior
RAVAGES AT
that time I liad been requested by
sued to co npel the clerk to turn over to
Thomas S.
ARMENIAN VILLAGERS ARE
Uie jM.v venire. The jut'ge took the attorneys representing Mr.
Hubbell to allow them to be heard In
MASSACRED BY TARTARS
niatt?r under advisement.
AND IN
client, who they said
Tiflls,
Sept. 6 A dispatch,
The venires for the Jurors were Is- behalf oftotheir
Caucasia,
be shei Iff of Bernalillo
claimed
from Ellzabethpol says that all of the
sued to Sheriff Atniljo this afternoon, county
peoby
the
through
election
an
and he at once oegan to serve them. ple on any matter Involving the recInhabitants of the Armenian village
l:p to a late hour this afternoon he ognition of
New Orleans,' 1., Sept. 0. With trict levee board, at Tallulah, of yel- of Mankend, in the district of Zange-sursArmljo,
Perfecto
said
the
had not taken possession of the sher- as sheriff by the court. Accordingly, the exception of Lake Providence and low fever, added to. the alarm there.
had been massacred by Tartar
iff's ollice. The new sheriff was asked they,
Nomads. Other villages of the disfor the said Armljo Tallulah In northern T.oe'slana, yel- CHOLERA HAS CLAIMED
counsel
and
by a Citizen reporter if he Intended to
trict are surrounded and the people
were invited to discuss the question
reports froni cpy amr counTHREE VICTIMS. IN HAMBURG. are urgently appealing for reinforcetake charge of the office. Mr. Armijo which had arisen as "friends of the low lever
c haracter.
.
appear
try
of
a
favo.a'
Hamburg, Sept. 6. A case of chol- ments.
plied:
court," there being no cause pending;
there are ni 1::.." evidences of era, tlie third up to date, was found
"I am acting upon the instructions and they did so very fully and ably. theLocally
;.e. stiulto theory, today In the heart of the- business and
success
of
the
of the district attorney and the court
JEWISH SHOPS RAIDED
Having determined on the course
:s being the fact hotel district here.
in this matter and will abide by their which I think it proper to pursue in the most ecnspicuo
AND INMATES KILLED.
11 t
new
cases
In
for
the
of
that
the
1I1 c'f ions."
St. Petersburg, Sept. C. Private adthe matter, I deem It advisable to preceding twe.
four hoiits, there is BERLIN'S BULLETIN TELLS
New Superintendent Sworn In.
state my reasons therefore In writ not a single one from the forty-fou- r
OF THIRTEEN NEW CASES. vices flora Kisheneff says that street
At three o'clock this afternoon Prof. ing:
squares in which the fever first apBerlin, Sept. C The official bulletin flghthig continues there. Roughs are
A. H. St roup, the newly appointed
The commission issued to Perfecto
says that thirteen new cases and two sacking the Jewish shops nnd killing
presented his bond to Armijo declares that a vacancy in peared.
Dr. Toclieuor has wired that the in- deaths from cholera were teported or wounding many of the Inmates. It
th. board of county commissioners. the office ot the sheriff of Bernalillo
hours ending Is said that more than a score of solfection is general over at Tallulah, during the twenty-fou- r
The oiid was in the sum of 2."io in. county existed. If that was a fact, and
nurses are needed. The death of at noon today, making a total of ninety diers have been killed. The Jewish
;
the National Surety company of
loiialily
bad Secretaiy A. L. Lane of the Filth dis cases and twenty-sithe governor umpi'-scommittee Is active ln ordeaths.
The commissioners approved power to fill it. Vacancies in office
ganizing resistance to the troops.
the bond and the oath of ollice was at may occur in several ways not open
nc administered to Professor St roup to question, as by death, resignation,
MME. WITTE'S NEPHEW
by Clerk Summers, of the board. Mr. or expiration of the term of office of
KILLS GIRL AND SELF
Struup made no attempt to take the incumbent. The commission pre- IDAHO
charge of the office this afternoon, as sented in tho present instance
is
St. Petersburg. Sept. 6. A sensaIt was
rumored that Esiavln Vigil silent as to the cause of the vacancy,
tion was caused at Moscow by the suiMUCH
one
declaring
would r fuse to turn it over to him.
exists.
merely
that
cide of Madame Witte's nephew, M.
Mr.
It is suggested in hi half of
Did Not Present Bond.
Kohtinsky, who shot a girl through
should rake
Jnsto R. Armijo, newly appointed Hubbell that the court governor
the heart, and then turned the revolhas
treasurer, up to a late hour this after- judicial notice that the
himself, Inflicting a wound
Wallace, Idaho, Sept. C Flames noon, ai are threatening the ore bins. ver on
(Continued on Page Five.)
noon had not completed his bond and
from which lie died after he had been
catching from forest fires three miles The entire force at the mine Is fight- taken to the hospital.
In
Mullin completely destroyed the ing the fl'ilne? to pretect the timber of
the tunnel. The forest fires east
boarding house, bunks ami tents at here e destroying Hundreds of acres NATIVE MUSICIANS
tiie Sn w storm mine yesterday after of timbi r.
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PRINCESS

Ter-ryvill-

BRIGADES

city hall today. Governor Herrick
welcomed the members of the bilg-adand delivered a brief address. Tonight, E. C. Fuller, son of the former
commander of the brigade, will give
a reception to the veteraus at his residence on Broad street.
Shortevllle, X, V., Sept. fi. The
surviving members of the Twenty-fomtcavalry met here today tor
their nineteenth reunion. They come
here as the guests of Herendeen post,
G. A. R., the Herendeen Relief Corps
and the citizens of this town. This
morning a short business session was
held. In the afternoon the visitors
will ,be entertained with a carriage
ride 'to Clifton Springs. At 4 o'clAk
e
there will be a reception at the
of Captain F. L. Brown. In the
evening a camp fire will be held in
the parlors of the Presbyterian church.
The reunion will last until tomorrow
evening.
Carmel, Me., Sept. C. The seventeenth annual reunion of the Twenty-seconMaine regiment association
opened here this morning with n sho:t
business session at the town hall. TV'
members of the regiment are rapidly
decreasing in numbers and the attendance is dwindling from year to year.
The veterans will be hospitably entertained by the local members of the
Grand Army and the citizens.
TAFT-ROOSEVE-

Plymouth, Conn. , September 6.
This town was the scene of a rather
unusual ceremony today, the unveiling of a. monument erected to the
honor and memory of a man once a
citizen of this town, but now living
In Taliiti, as the husband of a native
princess. The man thus honored is
Dorrence Aatwater, a native of
in the township of Plymouth.
At the age of 16 Mr. Atwater enlisted lu the Union army and served
thiough the Civil war. He saw hard
fighting, and spent twenty-twmonths
in southern prisons. While in Anderson ville he had charge of the records,
and secreted a duplicate copy, witch
was used afterward by the government
In identifying the federal dead. In
1868 Mr.
was appointed
Atwater
United- States consul to the Seychelle
Islands and three years later to Tahiti, wheie he served for seven years.
He married a princess of the Island
and has since then lived there.
The memorial which was unveiled
today, consists of a Rodman gun,
weighing 15,000 pounds, such as was
used in the Civil war, with a pyramid
or snot. It was mounted upon a
pedestal In Baldwin park.

AND

Disturbances Occur In Tokio Which Police Suppresses And
People Are Loud In Demand That Governor
Retire from Office

jSEaSfflj;

.

JUDGE ABBOTT RECOGNIZES

PARTY

SHERIFF

PERFECTO ARM1J0

BROKE IN TWO TODAY
Hong Kong, Sept. 6. The Jolly junketing party headed by Secretary Taft
and Miss Alice Roosevelt, the eldest
daughter of the president, sp it up in
two parts and while one part will continue on its way to China's capital, to
pay a visit to the Dowager Empress,
trie other part sailed on the Korea for
the United States today. The party
which sailed In the Korea consists of
Secretary Taft, Senators Foster, Long,
Scott, Patterson and Dubois, and Representatives Grosvenor, Payne, Hepburn, Curtis, Sharley, Smith, Wiley,
Foss, De Armoud, Jones, Loud, Dris-colCooper, Hill, Giibert, Otjen, Howard, Colonel Edwards, Major Edie and
Captain Thomson, Kelley and Carpenter, Mr. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Clark, the
Misses Edie, Major Townsend, Capt.
Crosby and the Mis.se Cory and

e

For Jurors

Turns

tc

as

lo

intendent

d

l,

.

wru-sheri-

Le-ro-

The party which will accompany
Miss Roosevelt to Taku, Tientsin and
Pekin, consists of the Misses Board-maand McMillan, Senator Warren,
Senator and Mrs. Xewlands, Messrs.
I.ongworth, Gillette. Cochran. Schmid-laGeneral and Mrs.
and Crltten.
Corbin will be in charge of the party,
which Is also accompanied by Captain
and Mrs. Siocum and Captain Moss.

ad-vlc- es

j--..
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS.

HOME

PLAGUE

Montteal, Canada, Sept. 6. Two
hundred delegates, representing seventy-five
cities in various parts of the
Dominion and the United States are
in attendance at the twelfth annual
convention of the American So':ety
improvements, whica
for Municipal
session here
held its first business
this morning.
In connection with the convention,
an exhibition of modern machines and
appliances utilized in municipal improvements was opt tied in the Crystal Rink last night.
Among t he valuable papers which
will be read bet'oie the convention are
the following: X. P. Lewis, New
York, "Theory and Practice of Assessments for Local Improvements;" M.
II. M alt bio, Xew York, "The Legislative Functions of New York;" W. J.
Stewart, Rochester, X. Y., "Gutters
and Cross Walks for Macadam Pavements;" W. J. Howard, New Y'ork,
"Paving Mateiisls;" I!. E. Hriggs,
ICiie, Pa., "The Cost or Collection and
Disjmsal of Garbage: " E. A. Fisher.
Rochester, X. Y.. "Electric Lighting;"
E. S. Rankin. Newark. X. J.. "Review
of tlie Anti Mosipiito Campaign;" W.
H. V. Reimer,
Orange, X. J.,
E -t
"Sewage Disposal."

GERMANY

k,

I

New-York-

e

FOREST FIRES ARE

TIMBER

DESTROYING

Synoof of Church of England.
Quebec, September C The fourth
triennial session of the general synod
of the church of England in Canada
ben an her today, with every patt of
the dominion represented bv dele
gates. The presunt session is of con-

EX-GOVERN-

BLACK TALKS

k--

FROM HAWA!IN ISLANDS

AS COUNSEL FOR EQUITABLE

siderable importance, as many weighty

lines! ions will come up fur consideraThe synod will remain ln
New York, Sip', fi. Former Goverfor several weeks. Among the
propositions to lie considered is one. nor Frank Black appeared as counsel
to discharge the committee appointed
Equitable Life Assurance
to prepaie an appendix to the book of for the
y bit'oie the Joint committee today
common prayer, and to appoint a new
foinmi'tec to prepare and publish ai when was commenced its investigaCanadian edition of the prayer ImxiU. tion of life Insurance conditions in this

tion.

j

Another proposition favors the es- tablishmeiit of a diaconate which will.
include both lay and clerical grades,
while other motions will propose fhe
anointing of the sick and the issue of
a new hymnal.

Before the hearing opened,
ItiacU said:
'e have nothing to conceal and
no ore to protect. We seek no legal
technicalities to evade answering any
questions. We will aij io every way

the progress of lii" inq,b:'."
Senator Armstrong, outlining the
.gat ion, saiJ:
purpose of the iu
"Our ol.iect will not be to punish anybody for wrong io i:g in the past, but
nt features of
to get at all the
so as to
to.lerii insurance
to the in t legislature an ad
piate law, which wil. not on.y pro-likewise
'd policy holders, bu' ofwillcompanies
irotect the tuaiiageineii'
from abuse at the hands of designing
persons."
s,

POSTOFFICE CLERKS
IN
CONVENTION
Cedar Rapi ls, Iowa, Sept. C The
fir?t session of the annual convention
of the National Association of
Clerks was held here this morning. Tho delegates, representing evPost-otllc-

e

ery state and territory arrived here
yesterday and were entertained by the
local tin nibcrs. Considerable interest
is niiiiiitesti i! in the selection of a president of the organization for the coming year an,', it Is believed that Mr.
Thomas P. Driscoll, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has good prospects of becoming the
next president of the organization.

Baptist Association.
I.ithonia. (ia., Sept. ti. Tho Stone
Mountain Baptist association, composfrom all the Baptist
ed if 1..!
churches of A ' la nt a and vicinity, mot
le;ro today tor its lumal meeting. The
association is one of the largest Bap-t- i
t oranii.at ii
s in tlie state.
The
piesi-nriioileiator Is JuiL'O George
llillyir and the clerk is .lr. Janus
K
i.otli of Atlanta. Tho mect-ti- s
s
is I'eld at tie- Baptist church of
I.ithonia and is wt attended. It will
remain In sesM"i for three days and
the deb fates wl!i lie entertained Ly
t'l i Baptists of this town.
1

.

-

11

Portland. Ore., Sept. 6. Tho Royal
Hawaiian band, which came to the
Lewis ami
Clark exposition direct
from Honolulu, for a two weeks' engagement, has made a popular Bit,
and it has been engaged
for two
weeks mo: e. The band is tremendously popular, thousands of people
crowding around the big band stand
at every performance.
The musicians not only play, but
they sing, and smite of their native
Kanaka ballads are delightfully
A Hawaiian girl is the soloist of the organization.
Her songs
never fall to please. The band plays
several times a day.
senti-nenta-

l.
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Santa par month, when paid monthly.

J.

5. CROMWELL BLOCK.
Autannt:c Telephone, 174.

M i

watch the pa:o.

He is IJ'il.o's keeper.
His iiaini? U Xe.vho'ise.
Ho is
or was a iriond of Gcorco Kdward
W.i.iilt Il's, and was rtconiiiionded
Edward as n rubber, if the
t a in chain p
to be In need of such.
Connie .Ma.'k had no use for

I..

ii Mi

a a

ii

any-kin-

CHRONOLOGY

of a n.bber except somebody to
PEACE CONFERENCE.
rubber nt R li e an I s e he did not
get Into mischief. So Newhouse was
engaged In that capacity.
Mr. NewMo iso's Job is to stick close
June $ Prevent Roosevelt Invit- to the eccin ric one and w.ntcli over
ed the warrir.j: ;vcrs to a peaoe con- hi mas a mo lier would over an erring
child. Connie gives Newhouse the
ference.
neees.-artor the personal ex- June 10 rresiilenfs proposal form- nionry
ally accepted ly the czar ana mikado. pen st s o: Riiiie. and New house doles
the ;.en;:es to George Edward
July Portsmouth. X. H ami the' out
v.i-a caretul hand.
navy yard designated as the scene of; Rube
yearns tor his own society
the conference.
exclusively, bit Newhouse balks his
Aaz. 3
ye?.:-nlrHe is always on hand, like
ere'eii the
oa board the MayS-Jwea:
I.:2".::'s T:"a'j."i'jnt ring. He hangs
Bay.
rev, and could
at. n ii g
Eavoy? ar Porrimou-l- .
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$100,000
'I

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque.
Prompt attention given to all
bualneas pertaining to the profeaalon.
VVIU
practice In ai) courts of the territory and before the United States land
M.

f

f

Ira M. Bond.
32 T street. N.
ATTORN
W.,
aahlriKton. u. c. I'er.slona, lands,
natenta. eoDvrtirhts. cavlata. letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

CIGARS

i

.

tt3

t--

2

R. W. D.

fr

f

afvaf,

af. af, af. aj,

ft

R mlf road Ave.

IV.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
THE

Bryan.

Albuquerque,
ATTORNE
N. M. office. Fire, national Bank building.
E. W. Dobson
ATTORN E Y - AT- - LA W, Office
block,
Albue Jerque, N. M.
well

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

SIMON

ing.
At

d

n

A

Crom-

Butte 18, N. T.
Alhiiquerniio. N. M

W. S. STRICKLER,

wm. Mcintosh

DEPOSITORY

WT.

4H-4-

CONTRACTOR

&

F,

'J

x--

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases
treated. Offllce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

' ,

"

"

,?

surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date, appioved, scientific methods. Office nt Trimbles'
Obi phone, S; auto., 122.
stables.

Best on

THE

(k

AND BUILDER.

Office and Factory
WEST fcOPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black
X

X

X

X

ing.
DAY AND

203.
X

X- -X

Aug. 20 to 23 Indications that the
conference would break up without result. Russians made arrangements as
U for departure.
Aug. 23 New
Japanese demands
forwarded to the czar.
Aug. 24 Recess. M. Witte received
a long communication from President
.
Sim ,,, ...
.vw
Roosevelt.
SHERIDAN
UMPIRE
JACK
Aug. 25 No session, the president
having requested delay so that he
For twenty years Jack Sheridan, American League umpire, has .officicould take up matters In connection ated back of the firing line as arbiter of base ball destinies. For twenty
with the deadlock.
years "Old Jack" has been considered one of the best In the business, and,
Aug. 26 Czar's ultimatum that he
rewould give no Indemnity and would although as good today as he ever was, he has announced that he will
not cede Saghalien, received by the sign at the end of the present season.
president. Baron Komura asked M.
This will be received with regret by all lovers of square sport. No
Wltte that the discussion be re- fairer minded official ever occupied any sphere In any circle of sport than
opened.
this same stocky, square-jawecaller of balls and strikes.
Aug. 27 and 28 No sign of any reNevr domineering, overbearing or boisterous, Sheridan Is at all times
sult.
Aug. 29 Japan's demands suddenly boss of the ball Held. A thorough knowledge of the technical twists and
, so modified
that they were immed- bends of the rules has always been his forte, as mote than one foxy maniately accepted.
30
Aug.
Drafting of treaty be ager has learned to his sorrow, when trying to spring a surprise to his own
advantage.
gun.
With the national league for many years, Sherry was one of the first
OUST THE DEMON.
men engaged by President Johnson when he floated the American League.
Big, kind hearted and geneious, Sheridan has reported
less players
A Tussle With Coffee.
than any other man In hU position. He overlooks more than the others,
something
fairly
Is
demon
There
lacal in the way coffee sometimes but has a way of making a player ashamed of himself that does more good
wreaks Its fUndish malice on those than all the epeclal delivery letters written by other holders of the Indicat
or.
who use it.
A lady writing
from California
d

says:

RECUPERATES
VCT

vrr

waters, a stioll, reading, or a bask In
the sun.
Luncheon out of doors at one of
the little nstaurants in the woods.
A drive or motor trip in the afternoon.

Another drink from the Kurzbrun-neat 5 p. in.
A stioll along the promenade Weg.
At the little trinket shops which line
lids thoioiighlure, the king is a lib- ral patron.
Dinner I ish, a bit of chicken or
lamb, a salad, and a native compote
ot slewed fruit.
After dinner a cigar and a stroll,
or billiards, or a visit to a concert.
Bedtime always by lu a. m.

- aw

.K

fa-

err tnvtr

CLARKVILLE

PRODUCE

EVENING

ROSA FUTRELLE

AJbuquer-que-

I

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
602 South First Street Both Phones Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
IN SURA NCE.
AT
PRICES.
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaHave vacant lots on the Highlands
LumRaldrldge's
C
tion. Office at J.
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
ber yard.
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
In
Dealers
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY with us. All business entrusted with
us will recxive prompt attention.
GRAIN AND FUEL.

A. E. WALKER.

BED-ROC-

Toti & Gradi,

Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Look Out
and Cigars. Place your orders
Also look where you can get Cutlery
for this line with us.
that is and will stay sharp.
NORTH THIRD STREET
We have the exclusive agency for
the world famed T. , Hessenbruch
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
very aest Cutlery at prices you
m the
m xrMRTHANfi anrl TYPFWRITING
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
aaaaaea.
VllVllllinillf MUM
H these goods are guaranteed.
S.S.PEARLSTINE
M
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
212i 2 South Second street.
H to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
H
Auto Phone, 328.
fine one, at
$1.00
M
h ARazors, a veryrazor
1 25
two dollar
for
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX The
1 75
finest made for
25
Scissors, 4 Inch
The Fuehr
30
Scissors, four and a half inch...
35
Scissors, five Inch
40
Company, Scissors, six inch
35
Shears, seven and a half Inch..
Successors to tdwards da Fuenr,
45
Shears, eight and a half inch....
Very
best butcher knives, six
307 West Railroad Avenue.
40
inch
Day or Night
Both 'Phones.
50
Best razor straps at 25 and
10
Glass cutters, good quality
BIG SUIT FILED IN
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
COURT AT ROSWELL.
STORE
122 North Second Street.
An Important suit was filed In the
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
ofiice of the clerk of the district
court, at Koswell, Friday afternoon,
RAILROAD TICKETS.
in which a large sum of money Is inCut Rates.
volved.
The case la entitled "The
rates to and from all
For
reduced
Koswell National Bank against
the points go to Paulsen's
Association
Taylor-MourConstruction Company, Railroad
Ticket office. Railroad
.lames T. Taylor , J. Will Gilliam, tickets bought,
sold and exchanged.
Wendell M. Keed, Harry T. Tatersou,
Ai Co., aud the Buffalo-I'i't- s
John
3WOCXXXXX3
Company."
Tiie suit is brought to obtain a per:
sonal Jul.iuent against the Taylor-MoorConstruction Company, for the
and attorney's
sum of
I.ltl8.36,
Fresh Meats and Sausages j
fees, .the buter amounting to something over $2.ii00, the principal sum
from said company.
A Specially Fine Line
7

Undertaking

D. A.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

o o o o

0
0
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WHOLESALE
S
M

h

Flour,
Carrie

H
H

1

PUTNEY

L. B.

I

& GO.

for Sharpers

$100,000
$250,000

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe. Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.

HAY, GRAIN

N. PEACH

BANK

The Standard Plumbing & Heatinq Co.

,

24.

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

CO

NATIONAL

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

GIDEON,

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building,
after September

STATE

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities, t

SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
and Oold avenue.

Rankin & Co

tration.

rfF

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

OF U.UUQUEKQUE

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

007

M.

CAPITAL
DEP03ITS

CLAIRVOYANT.

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE
LOANS

cote

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.08

VETERINARY.

x

x-x

412

c

FE RAILWAY

Whiting Block.

17.

clairMrs. Alice Coburn Hay-warFree Delivery, voyant
and business medium, 120
South Arno street Office hours: 10
214 South Second Street.
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.
-- x x- -x
x- -x
x-- x-

CONTRACTOR

The king rises ut ti a. III.
Drinks his morning g'..is of water at
the Kurhnmm n. Walks back, and
li'.ts a bi'i ak:at of boiled eggs, dry
tua.--t and u cup of cotfee.
Afttr breakfast a bath In the

AND

Authorized Capital,

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F, RAYNOLDS,
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic. Physician.
Room

A. W. HAY DEN

Mar-lenba-

SANTA

1500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

C. H. Csnner, M. D., D. O.

Staple and Fancy

"

(King Edward of Great Britain has
been making bis annual visit to
Austria, lor the purpose of
getting into good physical condition.
While there he likes the Simple Life
and does nothing except under I lie
oiders of a physician. Marienbad Is
a nature spot with little sanitariums
and medicinal wells scattered through
it. It draws 17,ooo visitors annually.)

blackwell

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PHYSICIANS.

Orders Solicited.

A KING

M.

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

HOW

N,

Asst. Cashier:
george
arnot
o. e. cromwell

solomon luna
a. m.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Eetl-mate-

Groceries

A

ALBUQUERQUE,

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
a
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 724; Shop til
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.

CO.

PRATT

!

I

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.

j. c. baldridge

Spencer and'V. O. Walling-fnrd- ,
rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

Thos. F. Keleher

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

ARCHITECTS.
F.

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

John H. Stlngle.

bullrtlnar.

ArrnJIo

BANK

De-tri-

!

"My husband and I, both lovers of
coffee. Buffered for some time from a
very annoying form of nervousness,
accompanied by most frightful headaches. In my own case there was
eventually developed some soit of
affection of the nerves leading from
the spine to the head.
"I was unable to hold my head up
straight; the tension of nerves drew
It to one side, causing me the most
Intense pain. We got no relief from
medicine, and were puzzled as to
what caused the trouble, till a friend
suggested that possibly the coffee we
drank had something to do with It,
and advised that we quit It and try
Post urn Coffee.
"We followed his advice, and from
the day that we began to use Postuni
we both began to improve, and In a
very tliort lime both of us weie entirely relieved. The nerves became
steady once more, the h adches ceased, the muscle In the back of my
neck relaxed, my head straightened
up and the dreadful pain that had eo
puniclied me while 1 used the old
kind ot coffee, vanished.
"We have never resumed the use
of tho obi coffee, but relish our Postuni evtry day as well as we did the
former beverage. And we are delighted to Mini that wo can give it
freely to our children also, something
we never dan d to do with the old
kind of coffee." Name given ly Pos-tuiCo., Buttle Creek, Mith.
Postum Coffee contains absolutely
no drugs of any kind, but relieves the
coffee drinker Iroin the obi dnoj poison.
There's a reaton.

CAKE

arrangement
pleased
orge Edward immensely. He liked
Newhouse and was glad to have somebody to chum with. Hut of late he 207
lias grown peevish. He wants a nickel
of his own once in a while, and he
wants to go and mind his own busl-ss all by himself occasionally.
While the Athletics were in
Rube went on a fishing trip.
VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
He didn't ask Newhouse to go along, PAINTS, OILS,
e
but Newhouse went. Rube got a boat
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
all by himself, saying he didn't want
leaks.
no fool Newhouse along, scaring the
.. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
fish.
square feet two coats.
.
.
In
300
Behold, the faithful Newhouse
'
a patrol boat, tagging along, and anchoring at n convenient distance from LEATHER, HARNESS. SADDLES, ETC.
Tho aggrieved
the lone fisherman.
(I' - orge Edward upped anchor on sev
eral occasions and lowed angrily 409 W. KAILKOAD AVE
away, but "the patrol boat followed.
The scheme has worked well so
Established In 1882
far. Rube has no money, no solitude,
&
and a surfeit of Newhouse. He Is
Cm
keeping straight and pitching great
Good3,
Canned
bail.
Sole agent6 for Casino
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

fiist the

THE "UriPIRE FACE'

Aue. 12 Deadlock continues. Outlook for peace very douUful.
Aug. 13 Recess.
Aug. 14 Three articles agreed to:
Japan's power In Korea recognized
as supreme: evacuation of Manchuria
by the Russians; Russia's surrender
of the main line of the Chinese Eastern railway to China.
Aug. 14 M. Witte receives visit
from committee of Jewish financiers.
Aug. 15 Deadlock over section 5,
the cession of Saghallen. Russians
agreji to the surrender of the railroad
between Port Arthur and Harbin.
Aug. ISr Russia had yielded to
even out of eight articles that had
been discussed.
Aug. 17 Articles 5 and 9 discussed
fruitlessly.
Article 9 concerned Indemnity.
Aug. 18 Conference adojurned
to
Aug. 21. President Roosevelt summoned the Russian envoys to Oyster
Bay.
Aug. 19 Baron Rosen visits trfe
president at Oyster Bay, and, It was
reported, heard a suggestion, that the
disputed articles be submitted to arbi-

ATTORNE

SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we
guarantee first class baking
Albuquerque
S. First Street,

WEDDING

la.IfraUy.

cession cf

Capital and Surplus

ATTOHNE

JOE RICHARDS,

I

lU'HK AND ms Ki;icri:u
nre carry lug an ex give detectives fine points on shadow-

The AthUtit.

t-

rBn

4

A

trrt man.
He dues iut play hail, ho is not
employed as a traimr, lie docs not

'iaJhecka. poetoffea and expire, money order?
, aanat ba made payah a to the order of the
' company.

Boll

J

LAWYERS.

PIONEER BAKERY

aVI lattcra and remitlancea ahvuld be addreaaed tc
. TaiB Cttiien
Pt hi mhino Cohtant. Draft.

'

made

Rates Hade Known on Application

atabaerlnar will confar a favor by notifying ue
aauDadiateJy on any nondelivery of the paper.

IT

Appointments

CLOSED

GUST 28.

ROOM

,Vi

2.iv

Evknino Citizen will b delivered In the
Hy at tha low rata of 20 cent per week, or for CO

)U

OFFICE

f .'.Of

automatic 183.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ofhee.

Tw

a

4A2.

oy mall.

N.

by Carrier, O0c per month

Idiertlsing

p. m. Telephone

5moke the White Lily Cigar

..

Montezuma Trust Co.

Edmund J. Alger. D. D. 8.
Kallroad avenue Office hour
to l:50 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

TERMS OC SUBSCRIPTION:
Daily by mail. one year In advance
Daily by mail, one month
Weakly by mail, on a year

CARDS

No. Siti
:30 st. m.

INSURANCE.

Y

'
-

6, 1905,

DENt18T8T'

MeatMarkct

B. A. SLEYSTER

cm

LA BE L

Paper of Bernalillo County

Official

PROFESSaONAL

OR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
All Kinds of Frfsh and Salt Meats.
Rooms IB and 16 Grant block, over
Steam Sausage Factory.
the Oolden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Both phones. Appointments made by
Third
Street.
n
North
;!
Masonic I!
mall.

Weekly by

Citizen Publishing Company

UN ON

THIRD STREET

HAS A KEEPER NOW
CITIZEN RUBE WADDELL

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

Grain

GROCER
Provisions.

and

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons

g

B KA1LR0AD AVENUE.

4LBUQUERQUE.

N. M

imnmiiimjiTu xtxx xx txxxxxx xxxxx rxrxTxxxxxixx

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
Wa are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We us first
slssa material snd employ competent workmen which Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee. Our prices will
compare favorably with responsible com petition.

LAIMLIN

HYDRAULIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PIION12 711
aWrjpaaasaasamTiIjrxoay

St.

i

aeajwiaairwea

Michael's

a

College

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

The

Fofty-Seven-

Year

th

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

Son-he-

e

TRY OUR

There are ,ther WRITING IN SIGHT
TYPEWRITERS.
UNION MARKET
But the 1.. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
excels tin in all. Then It has a TABULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach207 West Gold Aveune
ment, wi lieut extra charge.
BOTH PMONtl
N. W. Alger,
solicited.
general aier.t, 124 South Walter St.
CXXXXXXOOOCXXOCXXOCXXXXXXO

GIRLS

!

GIRLS!

GIRLS

!

MIDNIGHT LUNCH
After the show, or after car. Is; in fact, af'er any entertainment,
a host can smile and say: "Let's have u little lunch," boullion,
rarebit, chocolate or any of these di lieioiis dainties that can le
prepared on a ga-- range, without changing your gown. You
eau do this if you have a gas range.

See tbe Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

00K0C00C0 00OfK000000
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

6,

ALHUQUKHQUE-

1905.

EVENING

-

C1T1ZEK.

PAQC THREK

There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albuquerque Always Booms m the Winter
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
Residence Lots hastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only SIOO.
... .
$150, $200 per lot. YUU UAIN
i
n
A

A--

DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.

Is

$iu

uown---

hi

per week

$i

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.
niJii'juBr'

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

1

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

ajjijai

DRIDGE,B EACH & COS

"SUPERIOR"

EM

company, which controls some 3,000
acres of lode and placer ground, is to
commence active
work of developFifty Years f ha Standard
ment. The company, which is the
second one In the district, in point of
MAY BE CANCEROUS.
acreage, has made a close airange-men- t
WITH OUR
When a wart, mole or pimple show
with the Southwest smelting
j
concern, with reference to the han- any t.ign of tenderness it is a warning
dling of Its ores.
that bad Mood is behind it. Otten these
places are on the face, hands, legs ot
other part of the body for years, ami give
MRS. OLIVER CROMWELL
la what we are doing with every
110 sijn to cause uneasiness, and Hien
one who tests Its delicious flawith a little rough handling, a slight cut
LADY
vor and strengthening qualities.
KNOWN
WELL
HERE. or bruise will develop into a sote that reLEAVES
WASHINGTON, AND fuses to heal, and the sufferer finds himThere la no warm weather bev
erage that can compare with
WILL GO TO EUROPE.
self afUicted with a cancerous ulcer.
this refreshing drink on a warm
An Item of local Interest, relating
day.. It la not only pleasant to
About three years ao-- a blUtor came
to Mrs. Oliver Cromwell, wife of a on the riKlit aide of my nose. It Brew
taste, but Is Invigorating and
peedily in spite of all efforts to heal U
leading Albuquerque real estate own- up;
wholesome. $3 per case of two
pnin warn not very aevere at lirat,
er, Is here reproduced from the Wash- but the
Increased when the aore bnsan to
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
ington Post, and reads as follows:
ltiflamo and (iisohurKO matter. At time
two dozen pints.
place
cnb
appear
the
over
would
and
to
Mrs.
Oliver Cromwell, who has
(fottimj- well, but the
would drop
G
spent the past week In Washington, be
off, leiivimj- a red, anerry jci'iinir ulot-r- . I
&
closing up her affairs and dismantling hnd altnOMt fieainiu-ec- l of ever cm rinij it,
when my attention was olldta
Auto. Phone 292.
8.,
ASK
the. residence she formerly owned on nitl
FOR
DIAMOND
ICE.
Colo. Phone 93
taking a lew bo'.tloe the aoro
alter
K street, left the cltv yeslerdav tor
to rradually prow fiuiKllev, the
her cottage on the North siiore, above ditchariro atopnnd and I
cured.
JJNIO. MASSIE.
Oweusboro, Ky.
Msda from pure cream of Boston.
The latter part of September she If the blood is pure and healthy these noret
Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 209
will leave for Kurope, and will spend cannot exist. S. S. S. is tbc'ideal blood Auto, "Phone No. 316
tarter derived f rem grapes. the
next year abroad, with her hus purifier. It cleanses the blood of all
Bell
'Phone No. 115
band and daughter. She will deprive poisons and impurities, making it strong
PRICE BAKING POWDin CC
Washington soehtty of me of Its and vigorous and able to supply the ltodv
1SBE23SERF9
CHICACO.
sprightliest member's
of the ultra with the strength and nourishment it
smart set, and charity of one of Its needs. There is nothing that nets so
prodigious
most
workers.
as S. S. S., toning up the
In I9D4. practically ten years later,
residence In K street occupied fromptly
helping the general health
there was an increase to 950.000. In byThe
Is
the
Cromwells
the property of
nndcuring sores
1904 the figure was 13.711.Ouo.
The
Colonel
Mrs.
forand
Hoxey,
1 y.
and was
necessity for making timber of all
f)oermanen
merly
occupied
by
them, Is now undernot let a
sorts last as long as possible has be- going
comextensive
repairs, on the
wart or pimple
gun to be realized. The forests are
of which
develop into a
Colonel and Mrs.
not as large as they once were, and at pletion
Hoxey
will
again
up
cancerous ulcer,
take
their resithe rate they are being cut down at
there, and their many friends PURELY VEGETABLE. but purity your
the present day, he who Is thoughtful dence
glad
to
be
will
o o it with
learn
of tomorrow must figure on economy. to make Washington that they intend S. S. S. It is nnture's l)remedy,
a
purely
their permanent
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
vegetable, and while driving all poisons
winter home.
GEORGfc CRAIG DELEGATE
frem the blood, will build up every part
of the system.
Book on the blood and
TO NATIONAL CONVENTION FROM ANCESTRAL HALLS
any medical advice desired will be triven
I
TO THE DENS OF VICE without charge, to all who write.
George Craig, of this city, who Is
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.i
attending the annual meeting of
A
dispatch from Trinidad, dated
trlct Iodge No 41 of tne international September
4, says:
Association of Machinists, which is
OFFICIAL MATTERS
now being held at Topeka, has been a From the court circles of London to
dissolute life, now about to end in
elected as oue of the delegates to the Trinidad,
was
the transition of a
national convention of the Internatlou-a- l woman known
Postoffice Discontinued.
nere only as "Annie
MBlaaaaaaaeaBaaaaaBaaaaBaBaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaakaaaaaBaBiM
Association of Machinists, which Is Rooney." For yeais
The lwstottlce at Uursum, Socoiro
figured
she
has
In ho hal.l In Unfnn nn Gonlumliai 11
county, has been discontinued. Mail
a
here
as
delocal
character
of
the
j c waters,
of the Raton division, is graded type, and her downfall is at- addressed to that point will be sent
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
ar.
to Chloride, Sierra county, In the
c n n gAivv
i uiu
int.: ouici u-ri itci
tributed to liquor.
Officers for the ensuing year were
future.
While trying to avild a train on the
elected as follows: President, L. C. Rio Grande bridge she fell,
Postoffices Established.
striking
The best machine In the
Neyer, Fort Madison; first vice presi- on her head, landing eiiiht feet
A postoffice
has been established
beworld. This is no experident, B. W. Gibbs, Needles, Cab; sec- - low. She sustained a severe scalp at Aden, Dona Ana county, thirteen
ment, but has been testouu
,.
ice presiuenc, r. a. Irwin, Cle- miles W4'st of Cainbray. Lewis K.
,,t,..i nh ho,
ed and tried, and baa
burne Texas; third vice president, J. physical condition, is likely to prove Oortden has been appointed postmas
C. Waters, Raton, N. M.; secretary fatal
200,000 In use.
If you
ter.
are Interested in typewri
and treasurer, C. W. Smith. San Her- An'nle nooney. as she is known, is
A postofllce has been established
ters call or address
nardino, Cal.; conductor, W. M. De- - the widow of a former captain
county, sixteen
a at Tolar, Roosevelt
vltt, Argentine; inside sentinel, Wal- - British regiment, said to have inbeen miles west of Fort Sumner. John W.
ter Emmerton, Arkansas City; statis- the Roval Horse Guards. For years Coleman has been appointed post
GEO. S- - RAMSEY
tician, H. H. Fisher, Newton, Kansas., Bhe received a pension, even long after master,
A committee authorized to serve in she came to Trinidal.
Her husband's
401 W. R. R. Ave.
Bent Her Double.
the event of a conference with the of - name is said to have been McDonald,
General Agent for
knew no one for four weeks, when
fisials of the Santa Fe, regarding the Alter sinking to the level she has been I "I
wum at"k w'm typhoid fever and kidNew Mexico
BtriKe or tne machinists was named, in tne last year, she married again.
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
of Plttalmrg, Pa., "and when 1 got betbut the delegates refused to give out
svaaaaaasvaeKwaavaanaaBiaBaaaBaiaHiMM
"Now good digestion waits on appo ter, althoiiKh I had one of the beat docthe names of the men on it.
tors I could get, 1 was bent double, and
tlte, and health on both."
had to reat r my hands on my koeea
If It doesn't,
tiy Burdock Blood when I walked. From this terrible afSTRONG COPPER VEINS
U Xlt 1 1 1 1 mm
fliction I was rescued bjr Klertiio
Bitters.
my health and
which
FOUNT) l
restored
IADII I A DIM
F
.......
strength, and now I tan walk aa
Take KoJo Afte Etnfl
straight aa ever. They are simply won'
a
After
meal
a
Kodol
of
dose
derful." Guaranteed to "ure stomach,
Since purchasing the Copper Queen
liver and kidney disorders; at all drugDyspepsia
prevent
will
Cure
an
attack gists.
in the north end of the Jarilla moun- Price too.
tain range In Xew Mexico, William f indigestion. Kodd Is a thorough
a
guaranteed
and
cure
for BILLY WELLS REPORTED
Wade, of Brice, has opened fourteen d'Pf8tant
GETTING ALONG NICELY.
inches of copper sulphide ore, that Ind'KeBtion, dyspeptia, gas on the
QUICKEL & BOTHE Proprietor,
sour
weak
risings, bad
heart,
3
carries values In gold and silver, says ftomacta,
Billy
Wells,
breath
who fell sev-a- l feet at
and
all stomath troubles. Sold
a coi respondent writing from Brice to
his quarry, the other da.', alighting
druggists.
the Denver News. The ore was opened bJr
on the softest side of a I .e lock, U 2
on the surface, and has been followed NEW
ASSEMBLY HALL
potting along as well a could be exfor a depth of thirty feet, the lead
FINE KESTAURXNT IN CONNECTION
DEDICATED AT RATON. pected at the Ladies'
grinning 2
continuing strong, and increasing m
Tin, mnil..,Pa
U.n..l.... ...1
Injuries as
and bearing his pa
Finest
Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Y,
cnurch at Kuton last Sunday dedicat- - best he can, says tii' Optic.
...ir,, r, . r.
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
ig.h
ed
assembly
.irJ
nt'w
hall
, MrM vf
which
has
qu
Lnion In
he opened Ju8t b
DangeroL
completed
An
Uncertain.
ana
and
Dest tmported and domestic Cigars.
rinesc
a body of cerrusite (lead carbonate,. program was
carrie5
arra,lg(.,i
For sunburn, letter and all skin and
, ,,
n'u scalp
and this Increases in value as deptn
.., and
u,,
DeWltt's Witch Hazel
is gained.
The also carries values services were In charge of Rev. Sam- Salve diseases,
has no equal. It Is a certain
in gold and silver, in addition to the uel Magill,
the pastor, who has just cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
copper contents. The shaft on the
l.'nion Is to be sunk steadily, to de- returned in from a visit of several protruding piles. It will draw the Are
foreign lands.
out of a burn and heal without leaving
velop the ground as rapidly as pos- months
Iron and Bra castings.
, coi md
ii I
a scar. Dolls, old sores, carbuncles,
sible,
FienriiaH K;iffplnn
Lumber Cam Shafting; PuIUyv GrauU
quickly
by
etc.,
are
use
Al
of
the
cured
The Lion group, controlled by S. W. Is often caused by sorna, uioeri and can.
II U U U 1 UU II U lm
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Wormwood, is located on the west cers, that eat away your nkln. Wra. Be- the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Accept
they
ltOL'kno
as
Salve.
of
ay:
i'lHt
substitute
Mh.,
have
dt'"'
Kronti for BuUdings.
"l
side of the Jarilla ranee ' It Is a
g
Salve for Ulcra, are often dangerous and uncertain.
Ami
strong b ad, in which torty feet ot s..re liucklen
REPAIRS CN MNINS
MILL
and Caneerg. Jt la the beet heal-iloshows. It butts Up against the '"B ilrcmlnK 1 ever found." Hoothes Sold by all druggists.
FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
a
o
machinery
specialty.
v"111Lurna
und
and
acalda; &c.
property of the Southwest "comnanv.
Citizen ads bring results.
uuaranoea.
al
oruBKiti'
Foundry Easl Side of Railroad Track
m 1
I
n
,n..l"t north
UnDVC D
nOO.
Within a short space of time the
Don't wait for an exnioHton- -- cook
ALBLQLtiQiE, Ntw mexico
if UnNo.
Mexico Land and Development with gas the humane way.
iiifj prcp.'trutioiis simply duvcl-o- p
' 1

A Wart or Pimple

The Memory of Quality
a
t
Price is Forgotten

Makins a Hit

Pilsner Beer

With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."
eye-sor-

r

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

J. D. EMMONS

outh wes tc rn Pre wcry

b

1

(Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co.)
Corner Coal and Second.

Ice Company

be-n-

s

i opics
sources of saving pointed out will reduce the first cost of rails, track materials and bridges to a point lower
than any previous construction made
With steel
for the Gould system.
rails at $28 per ton the Gould lines
David Sillier, a well known engineer can get them from Colorado Fuel &
formerly on the run between this city Iron company at a total "cost to the
r
fuel company of not to exceed $17
and Las Vegas, is here today, and
has It in railroad circles that he per ton.
mm
may again take charge of an engine
city.
ISLAND CHANGES
running north frtMi
ROCK
this
m
m
m
TO TAKE PLACE SOON.
to leave
Dr. G. C. Bryan expects
Alamogordo, X. M., for his new field of
following
The
Rock Island changes
labor in Chicago next Thursday. He are effective September 10:
will he succeeded at the railroad "HoM. E. Sebree, superintendent of the
spital in that city by Dr. Kirkpatrick,
division resigns, and will be
who has an excellent reputation as a uerfeueu uy l... ;i. Junes, nuw iimu- surgeon.
master. Jones is to be superceded by
Louis S. Hess, now chief clerk to
Jacob Welssenger and family, who Vice Prtsident S. J. Hovey.
of
A. B. Crowley, superintendent
resided In this city the past eighteen
months and then on leaving visited telegraph for the Rock Island In Tex
friends at Las Vegas, have left the as, will assume the duties or chief,
latter town for Corning, X. Y. While clerk to Hovey. It Is said that fee- here Mr. Welssinger was employed at bree will go with the Voakum-Hawlesyudlcate.
the local railroad mshops.
for the
M. A. Hugest, upi.olsterer
Harvey system, ia at the Castaneda RAILROAD ATTORNEY SPIESS
hotel. Las Yepas, lrora Kansas City,
RETURNS TO LAS VEGAS
looking ever the house and suggesting
and niakinsi repairs or supplying new
furniture wherever and whenever In AND GIVES IT OUT THAT THE
DAWSON LINE WILL SOON. BE
the opinion of the court It is necesBUILT.
sary.
Judge H. L. Waldo, the well known
counsellor fur the Santa Fe In New
Mexico, is visiting the metropolis today from his headquarters at Las Vegas,
i

i

i

1

1

City Undertaker WSER$B5K

UNDERWOOD

v, xri

-

Attorney Charles A. Spiess has returned to Las Vegas from an eastern
trip in the course of which he spent
several days In New York.
Mr. Spiess is the representative of
Interests in Xew
the Phelps-DodgMexico and Is more closely In touch
with the plans of the company than
any other man In the territory.
lie was interviewed by an Optic
representative.
When asked concerning the probability of the Phelps-Dodgcompany building their railroad
through 1ms Vegas he became reticent, and stated that he did not know
what the plans of the company were
concerning this road. He said, however, that It was his opinion that such
a road is now being surveyed by fhe
Pheips-Dodgpeople and would be
built and in the very near future.
"The splendid grade that may be
procured, taken In connection with
the great traffic possibilities, I believe
will brtng us a road In the very near
future." Mr. Spiess stated also that
in his opinion the prospects for a
railroad connection with Denver on
the north as well as El Paso on the
south, are exceptionally bright. Such
a connection as this would secure a
great reduction In rates for the people
a
of Las Vegas and vicinity anil would
ASSISTANT ENGINEER OF
be the means of starting industries
SANTA FE COAST LINES which (are now impossible."
It is stated in Top.ka railroad cir- LARGEST
TIE TREATING
cles that C. A. Morse, assistant chief
engineer of the Santa Fe system, will
PLANT IN THE WORLD
within a few days be transferred to
jia Angeles, where he will be promotWK-.- f
on lil to I... tho lnr-e- st
tie.
ed to acting chief engineer of the .
..F
I.. .1
..1....
LllllL Ol
IMcllil
llie WUliU IS .!...
HUlUllft
coast lines of the same road. Mr. tha Atchison, 111Topeka
Ac
Fe,
Santa
Morse has been w 'i the Atchison,
& Santlia Fe railroad several which is located at Somerville, Texas,
and the larne-- t single shipment of
years.
m
rreosote evir made is on its way to
Galveston on the steamship I'ecton.
GOULD LINE TO MAKE
It carries 2,- THEIR OWN RAILS from I ondon. Kngland.
jiHi.oiio gallons of creosote, of which
It Is expected that the return of l.S'i'l.eii'j gallons are fo- the Santa Fe
George J. Gould from Europe will I? Ik a u, p.unt at
ervilie. K. (.
have an early effect In hastening the Fauikncr, supei int"ii let o' ll.e tie
No One Need Fear Sickness if Mi-o-n- a
is Used
plans for puiting the Colorado Fuel & and litnler .cj..ir: men: ,f he San'a
Iron company more rnuip ctely under l e w;th hea.bjuii.iers at Itjeka, Kan-- !
with siron? stomachs
is
and
a sUn of fata' illie , when the
'
his control. In late September or earis :it .S..mcrvi!!. to
u.
for
natural digestion are ordinarily not whole trouble is the Pr t result of a
ly October the proposed arrangement
f i' irir !:( l.iTL-er.t. He said : sm i,., t to Ihjw.
troubles, diarrhoea, weak stnmns-u',.i in ;.'Tfect
will be carrb d out, mi l the Gould inlei ol t
'oire
u.irt.il udi of the an oilur germ diseases that are so lion. A fin cent box :
terests in the property will be para- presi nt shipment can be obtained commou and dangerous In the sum- will show by the urea'. aiu In talilets
In ait ti
mount so far as the actual manage- when it Is stated that in the United mer month.-,h is t ';
ot
cause
hat
t.ie
stomal
ment of the company goes.
States last jear there were produced'
A MUi-nitablet tain before earn loor Ihu'iii. a :i iliat
is the
The Goulds intend to utilize the but lll.UlMl.llillj i;a:ioi!s or cr.osote. The no ,il will
h
ive
health and only remedy l::;.' v.ili irive out all
plants of the company to the limit of Somerville plant consumes a little strength t. the weake.-- t stomach that
sease.
A'e.lktless, i!el,ii;ty ale'
capacity In the production of rails oer to", nun canons or the stuff perttht while
will become strong
in
is mi iie.uiy infallible
and railway materials for use in the month, or something ;n1(. 5,01111,01).)
s t
and vi .1, and so clean ate! sweet that mini; tlii ilii
tiling from a
per year. Some l,ea of the in- there will be no chain c for disease 'Vinkehed
construction of the Western Pacific,
1
cancer
and ihat the production of wire and crease in the treatment of railroad; gi mis to become effective.
'f the stomach, that J. II. O Itidly ti
wire nails will be greatly increased.
ties may be had by a study of these
A Lieat many piopie imagine that to., gua.ajitee to ret.iinl the money
?'his means practically that the statistics: In 1ssr there were treated their headaches, di..iness. ht:artbuin. should the remedy not give
enormous profits possible in the three in Che I'uited States only 211,uuo ties.' or general despondeucy
and weakness satisfaction.

The Santa Fe passenger department
has srtcured the contract to haul companies C ami D and the headquarters
staff of the battalion of army
fioni Fort Leaven worth to
San Francisco about the middle of
They are to go to the
this month.
Philippines. Thoy number about 20
men.
Philip B. Stewart, William 'A. Otis,
J. M. Parker, Eugene A. Sunderlin of
Colorado springs, and several eastern
capitalists, will invest $2,ooil.OUO In
building a railroad to run from Pine
Bluffs, Ark.. (!ovn Into Louisiana, a
distance :' V.o miles. It will traverse
a country covered with timber, and
which lies right In the heart of the
cotton producing belt.m
Elaborate arrangements have been
made to welcome the members of the
American association of the general
passenger agents, which will held its
annual convention In Mexico City October 17, 18 and lit. The secretary
of public instruction has placed at the
disiK)al of the passenger agents the
quarters occupied by the national
school of engineers for the purpose of
holding the reunion. A large attendance is expected.
.

A, BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal rner
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Passes

frankenthal, who represented
To one who should produce in form concise
A motto for his guidance, terse and wise
States in Heme for many years, has made a study
of the class of immigrants who are pouring Into America.
A precept, soothing in his hours forlorn,
Ho asserts thi)t 20 per rent of them have police records
Yet one t hat In his prosperous days would warn.
which render them undesiraMe.
Mr. frankenthal has evolved a method of hairing
Many the maxims sent the king, men say.
this criminal element. He would demand of each immThe one he chose: "This, too, shall pass away!"
igrant a certificate of character from the authorities of
his native town. In reply to the question whether such
Oh, jewel sentence from the mine of truth!
certificates could nut. be obtained fraudulently, the consul
What riches it contains for age and youth,
said "There is no grart in Europe."
s
On this the New York World remarks, as wille
No stately epic, measured and sublime,
of those who read it for the first time "AstoundSo comforts, or so counsels, for a.l time
ing assertion'."
Yet, as the World asserts, those who have lived longAs these few words. Go write them on your heart,
est over there are as one in certifying to its truth. There
And make them of your daily life a part.
are two reasons for the absence of graft. Officials are
1n most cases appointed or elected for life, and are thus
Has some misfortune fallen to your lot?
removed from political Influence or the fear of it. And
to
police
the
enables
system
This, too, will pass awny al sorb the thought,
which
secret
service
the
produce at a moment's notice the record of any man or
And wait; your waiting will not be In vain,
woman, complete to the most minute details, makes corTime gilds with goid the iron links of pain.
rupt ion so dangerous that only the most daring scoundrel
would fall under the temptation.
The dark today leads into light tomorrow;
New England, speaking through its recognized
There is no endless joy, no endless sorrow.
mouthpieces, the Springfield Republican and the Iloston
Transcript, is justly proud of the fact that Colonel Jacob
Are you upon earth's heights? No cloud In view?
years president of the ConnecL. Greene, for twenty-fivof
Go read your motto once again: "This, too,
ticut Mutual Life Insurance company, with $r,r.,oon,i)iu
asserts, died leaving an estate of only ?""""" '
Shall pass away;" fame, glory, place and power,
Commenting on this, Harper s Weekiy says that such
They are but little baubles of the hour,
an example. Indicative of highest probity, is surely worthy of particular mention at this particular tiiur: and
to do
Klung by the ruthless years down In the dust.
that paper wonders how much environment had would
Take warning, and be worthy of God's trust.
with it whether Colonel Greene in New York
have felt any sense of wrong In participating to a sma!
Use well yonr prowess while It lasts; leave bloom,.
degree In underwritings, or whether Mr. Alexander in
Not blight, to mark your footprints to the tomb.
Hartford would have even thought of doing such a thing?
The Weekiy then adds: "The simple fact is that the
The truest greatness lies in being kind,
Standard Is higher in New England than in New York. It
The truest wisdom in a happy mind.
Is bad form, in Springfield particularly, to do things
which would be regarded as mere evidences of creditable
He who desponds, his Maker's judgment nocks;
smartness in this wicked town, and even with apologies
The gloomy Christian is a paradox.
to the Trauscrlpt in Boston. The bigness of a community, rendering Inconsequential social disapproval and
spirOnly the sunny soul respects its God.
welling the don't
Since life is short, we need to make it broad;
it, has a most depressing effect upon the ethics of human
living."
Since life is brief, we need to make it bright.
No doubt environment has much to do In developing
To keep the old king's motto well In sight,
character, that and heredity being the dominating influi
ences, but both submissive to the imperial authority of
And let its meaning permeate each day.
the will. When, however, the Weekly undertakes toa
of
Whatever comes, "This, too, shall pass away.'
make environment responsible for the ho:ie-t- y
Greene In Massachusetts and the dishoncs'y of fie Alexanders and Hydes and Depews in New Yorl:A it passes
5
the bounds alike of probability and propriety: else all
NECESSITY, NOT PREFERENCE
men should he honest in Massachusetts and all be thieves
no
responsibility
have
personal
Y'ork.
New
and
In
CHANGED HOMES TO FLATS
No doubt environment supplied opportunity for
Sclented
dishonesty and made its rewards appear more attractive:
J?
but it could not have prevailed had moral stamina not
been lacking. It is but a poor student of humanity, who
There is no truer type of the trust idea 'than the
for a moment could Imagine that Col. Jacob L. Greene
would not have been as honest in New York as he was apartment house.
One roof, one set of walls, one heating plant and one
In Hartford, and it certainly is a vicious school of morals
which teaches to the contrary.
landlord serve a hundred families.
We inconsistent Americans sit in our cozy flats and
The Las Vegas Optic says: "When the gamblers. denounce the trusts, forgetting that we are really hug-sinthe trust idea to the very heart of our home life.
the statesmen and the government office holders get
Thos. Kilpatrick, who gave New Y'ork its first flat
through telling about the prosperity of the country, the
factory and shop girls on five dollars a week might say house In 1853, was ridiculed as "the man who built five
what they think about' it." Fortunately there are more houses, one on top of another."
Today the population of New York averages twenty
people telling about prosperity than the three classes
mentioned by the Optic. The millions of farmers, the to a house.
Other large cities, particularly the fast growing ones,
millions of railway employes fiom president to news butcher and from general manager to track walker, the have accepted the flat with growing favor.
In view of this tendency, the experiment of the Home
millions engaged in manufactures and mining in fact
all the people of this great and prosperous country. But Club corporation. Just announced, Is more than Interestthe home
nothing earthly Is absolutely perfect. There is no deny ing. This corporation proposes to
lng that we still have trusts, and the women and children principle, but by a horizontal rather than a perpendicular
are underpaid in many lines of work; but the country, division of a property.
It proposes a fiat, but a flf-- t whereof each family will
meaning the mass of the people, is wondrously prosper
ous, and the evils of which complaint Is Justly made. use its own floor, decorating it after Its own taste, and
having permanency of residence.
are gradually passing away. There are seven members of the Home Club. Each
Even yet the conduct of the mikado in granting expects to secure for himself and family all the advan
peace to Russia by surrendering tbe Just claims at first tages and none of the drawbacks of the apartment house,
made, continues to puzzle the world. The Denver News the hotel and the private house.
Meals
There will be little necessary housekeeping.
Bays that the latest reports Indicate that the consent of
the Japanese to waive the question of indemnity was may be taken In the club dining room or may be sent to
obtained by the agreement of powerful American finan- the dweller's own dining room. To this extent and In the
cial Interests to provide the funds necessary for the con- use of the driveway, garden and billiard rooms the ven
struction of a vast system of railway through China and ture will be
Consolidation Is revolutionizing industry. Is it also
Korea. The Courier-Journa- l
of Loulville attributes it to
the breadth of Japan's wisdom In receding frtml her de- to revolutionize human character?
Such a chage as has taken place In the mode of llv
mands for
rather than, by an Insistence
on them, continuing the war after she had forced the ing of millions in the last half century cannot fall to have
Russians to concede to her all for which she took up its decided effects In eliminating individuality and mak
arms.
ing people as like as peas.
Cooper, In his "Notions of the Americans," describBoys who. get tired of going to school should read ing the brick houses of that earlier New Y'ork, remarked
the following written by Superintendent Adams, of Fay- that "no American who Is at all comfortable in life will
ette college: "The average educated man gets a salary share his dwelling with another."
of $1,000 per year. He works forty years, making a total
There should be another Cooper to write of the no
of $40,000 In a life time. The average day laborer gets tions of the modern apartment house American, with the
$1.50 per day, 300 days In a year, or $450 In a year. In Home club enterprise as a climax.
forty years he earns $18,000. The difference, or $22,000,
equals the value of an education. To acquire this earning capacity requires twelve years at school of 180 days
each, or 2,160 days. Divide $22,000, the value of an eduSOME STORIES WISE
cation, by 2,160, number of days required in getting it,
,we find that each day at school is worth a little more
AND SOME OTHERWISE
than $10 to the pupil. Can't afford to miss school, can
we?"
former Consul

nine-tenth-

Lexington, Virginia, a town abont the size of Albuquerque, let contracts for the construction of a waterworks system, an electric light plant, and a modern sys
tem of sewerage, all to cost $75,OuO. When the waterworks and the electric plant had been completed to the
entire satisfaction of the city, and the sewer system was
about half done, the city council decided to very largely
Increase the capacity of the last, and appropriated an ail
ditional $20,000 for that purpose. It may also be said of
Lexington that Its debt is being very rapidly reduced, as
some $20,000 worth of bonds have been yearly retired,
till now the outstanding Indebtedness amounts to tint

IN HIGH LICENSES

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

A mighty monarch in the days of old
Made offer of high honor, wealth and gold

He Filled the Bill.
It was in the country, and she was young and sweet

and poetic, and he was young and mischievous. They
were sitting out on the veranda In the moonlight and she
grew ethereal.
"Oh! how I love to sit out here in the moonlight,
she cooed, "to be fanned by the languorous perfumes of
the roses, and to be kissed by the soft airs from the
south."
Then be kissed her and she grew indignant.
"How dare you?" she almost sobbed.
"Why, I'm a soft heir from the south," he replied.
contritely.
$7C,Ouo.
!ie didn't say anything when he kissed her again.
A Berlin editorial says that Congress William Alden From Tld Hits.
Smith, of Mlchigau, was one of Emperor William's guests
at dinner one evening recently. During a conversation Why the Hat Was Worth $400.
of about fifteen minutes with Mr. Smith after dinner the
i.onuou i tie proprietor of a fashionable cafe at
emperor alluded to the peace conference at Portsmouth, Mariibad lias lost a straw hat, for the recovery of which
saying: "President Roosevelt alone deserves credit for he offers a reward of $100. The hat is not of a costly
bringing about peace. He was the only man in the variety of Panama, but is rutin r a rough looking straw
world who could Jiave done it. He did his part
hat. yet it was the pride of the proprietor's life because
it was woven of straws through which the crowned heads
of Europe have at various times sucked cooling drinks
"If you never do more than you are paid for, you will dispensed in the owner's establishment. For a long pe
never get paid for more than you do." This Is the motto lioil of years this king worshipper has been collecting
which the girls of a trade training school In Boston have straws from the royal lips, scorning mere nobles or
adopted as the guiding principle in their work. It would statesmen. Then when the collection was complete the
be well were it adopted by every tolling man, w:nnan ami hat was manufactured and triumphantly crowned the
child.
iwner's head. It has been stolen by a waiter. New
York Sun.
According to the twelfth census the annual value ot
the staves, hoops and heads made by the mills is over Center Man in Population.
$20,00o,M'0. It is estimated that more than 300'"0 barThe center man of the whole population of the I'nlt
rels, lice's, tuba and similar articles are manufactured States is lKnry Marr, a farmer who lives near Columbus
dally in the I'niti d States.
Bartholomew count, Ind. The census bureau has found
hat the exact center of population at the census of l!)o0
Assistant Secretary Pierce procured four quill pens was on his farm; in latitude 1!'J degrees 9 minutes 30 sec
for the signing of the Portsmouth treaty, as metal P"UH ends north, and longitude S3 degrees 4S minutes 54 sec
do not write well on real parchment, such m the treaty 'i:i!s west. The spot has been marked by a mounment.
' ugitlve Item.
is written upon.
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COUNCIL BELIEVES

THIS, TOO, SHALL PASS AWAY'

P.usinss Manner

(ilJAI'T IS AMIU'ICAZS

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

NEED BETTER

FIRE

lot

Select a Fall Suit that will proclaim your
and do It now. Don't be one of
lagbehlnds. Come out In new clothes in time the
to
wear the late styles before every other man appeared In a new Suit.

DEPARTMENT

THE FALL KINKS

The most important session of the
city council to bo held iu several
months was held last night. Thnt the
council knew there was to be something doing was evidenced by the
piesence ol very member.
Immediately alter the council waivl
called to order and the reading of the
minutes of Hie previous meeting was
dispensed
Colonel I). K. H. 'Sel
lers, secretary of the fair association,
asked permission to address the members. Colonel Sellers asked the members of the council to grant the same
privileges and concessions to tbe fair
association this year as had been
granted to former fairs. Alderman
Harrison put Mr. Sellers' request in
the form of a motion, ' which was
passed unanimously. This carries an
appropriation on the part of the city
to the fair association of $223, which
sum is used to assist in lighting the
stieets and putting them in good condition.
The clerk read a communication
from the mayor of St. Joseph, Mo.,
asking for a copy of the city ordinances of Albuquerque, to Complete the
municipal library of St. Joseph. It
wa. moved and seconded that a copy
of the ordinances of Albuquerque be
exchanged for a copy of those of the
city of St. Joseph.
Reports of City Officers.
The reports of the various city officers for the month of August, were
made as follows:
City clerk, showing licenses collected to the amount of $874.
Chief of police, showing I'll arrests made and fines collected to the
amount of $S37.50.
Uuilding inspector, showing forty-on.
permits, with a total value of

Longer coats wider collars and lapels
more
fullness than ever in the chest trousers
fuller
in the knees and fiont and less so on the side
vests cut slightly lower.
About the fabrics. The richest and most gentlemanly patterns that have yet appeared in the
garments.
Cassinieres, worsteds, Scotch cheviots,WiifM!"
etc.,' etc.
These woolens come In plain colors, neat
s
and modest broken stripes.
You'll certainly be greatly surprised to learn '
what $15.00, $18.00, $20.00 and $25.00 will do for
you here in buying a handsome, well cut and well
tailored Tall Suit
We're loaded with Fall Newness.
ready-for-servic- e

over-plaid-

'w-.vS- R

M. MANDELL
F I X K CLO T IT I X CI

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea

your heart and warm your houM
when its cold. Fill your bins tot
next winter now and avoid the rasa
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallna
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard, coal
WOOD

-

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Graa
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

-

e

$i!3,-500-

We

Several chemists' reports were also
made.
Liquor and Gaming Licenses; ?aissd.
i ne ordinances that had been in the
hands of the finance comnlittee totseveral months past, and which affect
the gaming and liquor licenses, were
brought up on the thlid reading last
nleht, and after considerable discussion were passed.
I he
liquor license provides for an
increase in the price of a retail liquor
licence from film to $2110 per annum
During the discussion of this or- llnance, an effort was made to make
the license $r,no. When the ordinance
was ;ead for the third time, Alderman
Wilkerson moved that it be amended
o re;id $2."ii per year Instead of $2no.
Alderman Harrison moved an amend
ment to the amendment to make the
license $3oo per year instead. Both
amendments were lost and the orig
inal ordinance as ' reported by the
finance committee, recommending that
the license be fixed at $200, was passed
by ft unanimous vote.
The gaming license took even a big
ger jump, being raised from $30 per
year tor eaca tapl;. tp'lsu. Aider-- '
man Wilkerson thought this was a lit
tle too strong and moved to amend
the ordinance to make It $150 per year
for each table or game, but the amend
ment was lost and the original or
dinance as reiiorted by the finance
committee, raising the annual license
to $230, was passed.
Hoth ordinances are to go Into ef
fect Sep'ember 15. The ordinance
forty-fou- r
saloons,
will affect about
as many games.
and about
Addition to Fire Department.
The council last night received a
report from the Are committee call
ing its attention to the immediate
need of a larger and better fire fight
ing equipment. The repoit recom
mends the purchase of additional
equipment to consist of a fire engine
and hook and ladder truck. The report also provides for the buying of
additional horses to draw the new
equipment and the hiring of men to
man the same. For the maintenance
of this additional force of fire fighters
the sum of $5,000 is recommended to
lie set aside to be paid out in salaries
to the men and for the keeping up of
tlie horst s and equipment. The rec
is
ommendation of the committee
made after a thorough investigation,
in which it was found that the rapid
growth of the city demands a larger
and better fire department.
An erdinance
was presented last
night providing for the use of certain
rooting niatetials to be used inside the
fire limits. Roth ordinances, after being thoroughly, discussed, were referred to the proper committees. The
ordinance fixing the fire limits draws
the line from the intersection of South
First street
ith Stover avenue,
avenue
thence west on
Stover
to Second stret, thence to Coal
avenue, thence
to Third street,
thence to Silver avenue, thence to
Sixth street, tlienee to Gold, thence
to Eighth street, thence to Fourth
street, thence t
Marquette avenue,
a
thence to Third street, thence to
avenue, thence to First street,
where the line c.osses the Santa Fe
tracks, describing a circle taking in
the west side of Broadway and t
on Iron avenue, thence to
First street and the point of begin-

Alvarado

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
3quare, and we are now making

-

Special Prices
On lie Following
$12

Refrigerators

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Pharmacy

THE DRUG STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING NEEDED
SICK

IN

THE

ROOM.

B. M. BRiGGS

$9
$6.75
$6
25c
at 20

PROPS. ALVARADO

China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
"35c Glass Water Pitchers....
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
$8

BOTH PHONES

CO.,

&

PHARMACY

ritrCI

GOLD JkVE.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on

our

durable it is.

laundry

work?

Try it and

Notice how long it

We turn out linen, white

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

keeps

sea'

how

its finish.

as sno.v and free from all

specks or wrinkles.

Imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
mendations made by the building inspector. The city attorney was ordered to prepare such an ordinance. j
An arc light was ordered placed at
the corner of Third street and Cromwell avenue.
Alderman Walker leported that the
committee instructed to look into the
Indian school sewer question was not
yet ready to report, but would be ready
at the next meeting.
Mayor McKee recommended to the
council that some system should be
Inaugurated for the collection of garbage and other refuse within tbe city
limits and the matter was referred
to the street committee for a report.
The council then adjourned, to meet
v
at the call of the mayor.

two-third- s
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THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

ROSENFIBLD
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Beeauma Ha Is

The Man You Can Trust
Bargains In unredeemed diamonds. The largest
tablishment in the southwest.

pawnbroker's
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'
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j

.

Next to St. Elmo

118 RAILROAD AVENUE

PALM GARDEN FOR

J

Large new stock just in.

MONTEZl'MA BALL

cbA

The Montezuma ball will be held

thij year at the Alvarado

on Thursday night of fair week, and will be

evening dress affair, j
with no spectacular features.
J. H. O'Heil.y, chairman of the committee with the ball In charge, said
this morning that considerable headway had already been made in the
and the prospects for an
e n'por.ue. l'unctiou were most flattering
Manager Cheatham of the Alvarado
has volunteered his valuable assistance, and as a beginning he has already begun arrangements for a palm
garden to be laid on the west veranda of the hotel, where a buffet lunch
will be served
This palm garden will
do ilitle.-- s prove one of the most pleas- - .
nut i' null n in ine tiiinu. ll will I'l'eu
directly off the ballroom, and luncheon in courses will be servnl from 1
until 3 o'clock. This lunch will be
served so that dancers may have a
course while resting, and then return
to the ballroom before taking a second course. The idea of the coinniit-li- e
is to spread
the supper out
through the whole evening.
A large ruvibt r of pa ins have already been ot'eved the committee by
out-i- i !e parties, and of these, in addi-- i
t ion to the palms owned by t lie hotel,
a very pi; tiirp;oue garden c:in be ar- ranged. The tickets will be $3 a eou- -

ei

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

T,

the regulation

.

Ko-m-

ning.

Routine Business.
plat of the Unit ina addition was
approved by the council,, preparatory
tu its being filed for record.
Alderman
llanley
a
introduced
losoiutioii which was passed by the
council providing that in the future
all sidewalk contractors give a boiid
in the sum of ll.iniO for the compliance of the ordinances under which
the sidewalks are laid. It Seems that
In the past the contractors have not
been complying with the terms of the
E. Pana Johnson drew the cover do- ordinances under which sidewalks
are laid and as a result a poor class sign for the ball program, which was
of work in some Instances has been accepted by the committee.
A

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad- e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

.
Si

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

lollni

FT

oonnrn

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

o

lAUnDLll

XU
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UU

LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Apents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandou White Seal Champagne, St,. Louis A
I. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owner and
distributors of the A lvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
Salesroom III South F'rst
price list. Automatic Telephone
Alhuqneroue New Mexico.

stri,

-'

iu

done.
The

of lUdinqucnt
e!l question
property owners who have lailtd to
const.net sidewalks, after being repeatedly ordered to do so, was thorough- threshed out, but the council
failed to reach any definite conclusion on the subject.
The council voted to accept the proposal of IS. liadaraeo to build a sidewalk on Ills property and pay the
costs In the' sum of $tlu in return for
deed to the ground necessary t widen the street at that point.
ltirildiiij Inspector Wliitcomb ad
dressed the council In regard to the
drawing up of Jin ordinauce requiring the 1. aiding of fire walls in build-InuHe was
in tin- business districts.
follow ed by Fire Chief Iiurtless, who
w as hi. a: illy iu
favor of. the reeoiu- quit-clai-

s

-

We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.

Furniture
Bargains.

SENATOR ANDREWS BUYS

IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

O. DINSDALE

"AMBULANCE"

Highland Livery

THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
W. A. Haver, secretary to Senator
W. H. Andrews, returned last night
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
from Tueumcarl, Quay county, where Colo. Phone, IT,
Automatic, 147. Boarding Horses a Specialty
be went a week ago to receive 200
head of heifers purchased by the senV7.
ator lecently for his stjerra county oooooooooocxxxxxoooooooc
ranch.
X
O. F. PLATT.
DHAliER IN
The 6tock were reared on the ranges
of the Hell ranch company, and Mr.
dies' and gentlemen's
fine
Haver says that they are as pretty a
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
Groceries, Clgans and Tobacco, in
bunch of Short Ho'rn and Hereford
Hen-dricurtains,
lace
etc. 509
All Kinds of Freeh Meet
cattle as he ever saw. The price
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
No. 100 North Broadway.
paid has not been given out.
oocoocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyx
Corner WaeningroD Avenue.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen. Albuijuenjue.
New Mexle.
FINE STOCKS FOR RANCH FOR

MOVING

STABLE

OR AGO IE.

General Merchandise
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JUDGE ABBOTT RECOGNIZES
PERFECTO ARMIJO AS SHERIFF

FRED B. HEYN IS
UNDER SHERIFF
Known Young Man Gets
Chief Deputyship Under
New Officer.

Well

WILL

TAKE OFFICE

AT ONCE

Sheriff I'erfecto Armijo tills afternoon inform' ,d a Citizen reporter that
he had appointed Kred II. Heyn to lie
his chief deputy. Mr. Heyn will assume the duties of his office at once.
.The new under sheriff Is well known
In this city, where he has resided for
many years, During the past three or
four ytars Mr. Ileyu hus Keen employed a engineer lcr the Crystal Ice
company. ai.J has seivtd his employers fi.iihfully. He is a good accountant and it is said that Ik will make a
good iiei.tr y sheriff.
Mr. Heyn is minted Into the Arnii-jfamily.
o

TRiP FROM
MUSC0WT0 MUKDEN

INTERESTING

Portland, 0:e., dept. ti. To go from
Moscow to Mukden, feeing along the
way many of the scenes made famous
by recent terrible battles between the
Japanese and Russians, it Is not
necessary to cross t ne ocean. There
is a remarkable illusion at Portland,
on the "trail" of the Lewis and Clark
ar
exposition, which giv.s you the

f'

tions aud the sights without taking
you out of America. This trip Is made
possible by the "Great Siberian railway," one of the most popular attractions on the "trail."
The traveler leaves the "trail" and
enters a reproduction of the railway
station at Moscow, win re he purchases
his ticket and enters a real train of
real cars, headed by a purling locomoover
tive. Along winding streams,
bridges, past thriving villages and
through teeming cities the passenger
is carried. Then comes the climb up
and ncrosg the Urals, where superb
mountain views and scenery unfold.
At last the "Steppes" are reached,
those vast rolling plateaus which extend so far in Siberia.
The scene swiftly chaiges, clouds
roll up and thicken until the sun is
ovecast and the day darkened, then a
flake of snow, and another and another, till the train seems rushing
a swirling wind driven nia-sv through
of snow, and all without is covered
with, a white shroud. On and on,
through and out of the storm and Into
the glad sunlight once more, and
Lake liaikal, that vast Siberian im
land sea appears in the distance. And
still through beautiful Siberian scenery and on anil on into and through
Manchuria, to and through Mukden,
whe:e the world's greatest battle was
recently fought, past many other
quaint towns and queer cities and to
Port Arthur, where the traveler beholds that city which became the wonder of the world while so long
stubborn siege.
These immense reproductions, made
from photog. aphs, are extremely interesting and instructive and are readily recognized by returned travelers
who have made the actual trip.

g

QUIET WEDDING TOMORROW NIGH

I

A quiet wedding will occur at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Pratt,
No. TPS East Railroad avenue,
row (Thursday) evening at 8 o'clock,
when Miss Bessie M. Pratt will be
Joined in marriage to James Hanson.
The young lady is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pratt and is well known and
popular in the younger circles of the
city. The prospective groom is a clerk
at the Palmer grocery store on North
First street, and since becoming a resident - of the city has made many
friends. In advance The Citizen extends congratulations.
A

LITTLE BIT BEHIND
IN GIVING NEWS
In

the columns

of the New Mexican

of yesterday afternoon, which paper
reached The Citizen office this morning, an article on the death of Thomas
V. Keams appears.
His death occurred at Turo, Cornwall, England, on
November 20, 1904, and a cablegram,
received in this city the day following
his death, was published in The Citizen that afternoon, thus informing
many friends througnout the southwest and especially at Keam's canyon,
Arizona, of his demise. Even as to
the publication of news from foreign
countries. The Citizen leads, and, if
our memory serves us right, our worthy and esteemed contemporary at
Santa Fe clipped the aforesaid article
but failed to credit it to The Citizen.
MORE EVIDENCE.

It

!

Coming

In

Rapidly

In Albuquer-aue-.

(Continued from Page 1.)
removed, or, as they say, denying the
power tf removal in this case, has
t.etended to remove Mr. Hubbell from
the ofhVe which he held. They cite,
in re. Attorney General, 3 New Mexico
Keports, 521, in support of that prop'
osition.
The court in that case, as (it seems
to me, carried the doctrine of J.'VI-cinotice to untenable ground, and
assumed to take such notice of cerreally were madft
tain facts which
known to it by evidence, but it appeared that the governor who had attempted to remove the attorney general had given the court actual official notice of his action, and it may
therefore, have been at liberty to consider whether he had the power of
removal in that case.
Even if the court should In the present instance take Judicial notice that
Mr. Hubbell had been acting before it,
as sheriff, serving Its piocesses, etc.,
it must take the same notice of the
fact that ho may at any moment have
ceased to be sheriff. Whether that is
the case, can be determined only In an
appropriate proceeding In court, which
can be instituted by him If he sees
fit. It is to be hoped that the exceedingly important
questions involved
will speedily be put In process of settlement in that way. Until it Is so
settled upon the evidence and the law
of the entire matter, I am of the opinion that the declaration of the governor in the commission issued by
him to Perfeeto Ainiljo and the commission itself should have full faith,
respect and credit from the courts of
the territory, ai proceeding from a coordinate branch of the government,
and that the holder of the commission is entitled to recognition as sheriff of Bernalillo county.
This conclusion is supptnted, if not made imperative, for me as a district judge by the
decision of tlw supreme court of the
territory In Conklln vs. Cunningham,
7 New Mexico Reports, 445, and
vs. Territory, 10, New Mexico,

WOOL

54
49

Erie, common
Erie, first
82'i
147U
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pacific
loS'4
127
Metropolitan
M
Mexican Central . ..
147'i
New York Central
117
Reading, common
'. 141 "i
Pennsylvania
31 'k
Rock Island, common
Republic Irvin & Steel, common 2)J
88
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
1764
Southern Railway
354
84
&
Iron
Tennessee Coal
3674
Texas Pacific
1294
Union Pacific, common
'
35
U. S. S., common
IT. S. S., pfd
102's
Wisconsin Centtal, common .... 31'4
94
Western Union
Provisions.
Chicago. Sept. 6. Closing prices.
Wheat September, Suc; Decem-

ber, 82c.

Corn

43c.'

September,

Oats September,
ber. 2(ic.
Pork September,
I14.R5.

Lard
$7.75.

Ribs

141.

WHISKEY
BOTTLED IN BONO.

THE

GEO.

MANY

September,

52T&C;

FRANKFORT, KY.

The postofflce department has issued the following bulletin, giving the
towns in New Mexico where postofflces
have been established, and the names
of the new postmasters:
Eureka, Valencia county, A. S.Gray,
postmaster.
Dennis, Valencia county, Wm. Pais-anpostmaster.
Aeomita, Valencia county, A. D. Allen, postmaster.
Seama, Valencia county, Sarah E.
Young, postmistress.
Otero, Valencia county, A. Gurule,
postmaster.
Paquate, Valencia county, John M.
Chaves, postmaster.
Jarilla Junction. Otero county, John
Colthorp, postmaster.
Sunnyside, Guadalupe county, L. R.
Labadie, postmaster.

SOLE AGENTS.

jf

Albuquerque, New Mexico

PHONE

AUTOMATIC

ff

'

x
V

V

jffl

OD

Some Special Style

I

ilS'"!!

S3S0

199.

'll

W.LJrimble&Ce
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND

TRANSFER

STABLES.

Horses and Mules boutrhtand exchang25c; Decem- ed. Address W. L. Trimble A Co.,
$15.00; October, Albua.uerque, New Mexico.
BEST TURNOUTS IN
THE CITY.
October,
$7.70;

September, $7.2514;

October,

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Sept. 6. Cattle Receipts.
21.000; market steady to 10c lower;
beeves. $H.SO6.35; cows and heifers.
$2.25(f?4.60;
and feeders,
stockers
$2.40(5 4.40; Texans, $3.25?r 4.50; west,
T
erns. $3.10 4.65.
market
Sheep Receipts, 25,00(1;
steady to loc lower; lambs, $4.50

SECOND

BETWEEN

STREET.

i

Satisfying Shoes
If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
it is to " Queen Quality." " Queen Quality" Shoes give you
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.

RAILROAb

AND COPFER AVENUES.

OOOOOOCOOCXXXXXXDCOOOOCC)

r ''

Reputation

Fit

REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$T.OO up. Teeth extracted with,
out pain, 50c. All guaranteed.

a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
find them all in ' Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.

.Mi

COPP,

F.
Boom

pleasure of demonstrating

We ask the
We

B.

D.

D.

Style

have the sole right

GOLDEN ROLE DRY

S.

this.

of sate.

J

GOODS GO.

, N. T. Armijo Bldg.

OOOOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5C

7.60.

Time, Labor
and Money

Closing Stock Quotations. '
New York, Sept. 6. Closing prices:
Atchison,
preferred, 104V4; Xv
York Central, 147; Pennsylvania, 142;
Southern Pacific, Go
Union Pacific,
preferred, 96; Amalgamated
Copper,
United States Steel,
Uo4; preferred, 102"6.

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to rfcgu.ar boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

86;

69;

ORDINANCE NO. 309.

80;,

Licenses.

Be it ordained by the City Council of prime meicantiler paper, Vi&lVi per
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex- cent; bar silver, G2V&C.
ico:
St. Louis Wool.
Section 1. That section 19S of the
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6. WooOrdinances of the City of Albuquerque. New Mexico, be amended to read Firm; territory and western medl
urns, 28ft 30c; fine medium, 22&Kc;
as follows,
t
"A-iperson selling, bartering, or Mine, 16 17c.

l-

L PENINSULAR

11

Prices

In

THE McBRAIN

If you knew the facts about
Schilling's Best, you wouldn't
bother v. ith anything eke in
those six lines at alL

ST.

MARY'S

HALL
CROWDED WITH PUPILS

The Immaculate Conception church
school began work yesterday
r.th
166 pupils enrolled, a large increase
in attendance
over last year, especially in the primary
department,
which is so much larger that an additional teacher will be needed. So great
is this increase llint Father Man,lol.,ii
and the Sisters of Mercy are flattered
over me prospects 01 a prontable year,
both to the children and to the school.
Two years ago the original
St.
Mary' hall become so crowded that additional room was necessary.
The
sealing capacity of the school was
doubled last year by a new building,
and this year it looks as though all tit
it would be needed.
Frof A. M. Kspinosa has been engaged to conduct the Spanish department during the present term.
Colonist Rates to the Northwest.
Commencing September 15 and daily thereafter until October 31, t lie Santa Fe will sell tickets to Hillings,
llutte, Helena ami Missoula at rate of
$::;. 95; Spokane and Wa.la Walla.
$:it..4.; Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
$l!S.95.
For particulars call on any
agent of the Santa Fe. M. S. l.L'TZ.
agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

19"5.
Duly passed this 5th day of September. 1905.

'

c

The Duke City Tea ami Coffek company, u its opein..g tomorrow, wid
serve hot coffee Come ami have a
c'.p of t.ie bet "what Is. '

j

HOLLENBECK
BlUCKZ

C.

A

t

2C5

Gold

ii(tlBIEI

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

fault with

no

prices you cannot criticise.

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Albeit Fabet,

CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Restaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your frlende there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladies .and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion and
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

SOUTHWESTERN

305 Railroad Avenae

ELECTRIC

&

CONSTRUCTION

CO.

Electrical
Pumping

000000CXDCXXXXX)OOCIOC)CXXX)

Plants

o. w.

Of-

Every Description

1)1

S. T. VANN, O. D.

Agents for the

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First eMalili.hed optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor Sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Oflici Koom t, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann'a drug

Dynamos

rrnoNo bloch

8UPERINT

oocoooooooocoooocooooooc

FAIRVIEW

201-21-

Meats, Bulter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

FREIGHTS

See them in European.
Hotel Kestuurant
MEMBER

We five

Tieket--

j

i

THE DUKE CITY

Shippin'

The IUike City Tea and Coffee company, at its opening tomorrow, wi.l
sne hot coffre. t'nne 8Dd have a
Transfer Men
Ey the Albuquerque
cup of the lei-- t "what in."
Jaeobsen Sisters, dressmakers and
ladies' tailors, have returned to 4ll
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
North Fifth street.
SEPTEMBER 23.
"D:1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
"Mother was lucky'' papa DouEht a
better cook with saJe gas.
gas range.

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

The Colorado Telephone

Tea and Coffee Co.
HS West Gold Ave.,
WiM open for business to- morrow, with Ju.-.- what the
housekeepers of Albuquerque
have been a long time in
need of a store making a
specialty
of high grade
TEAS. COFFEES,
EXTRACTS, SPICES
AND BAKING POWDER
Butter and Eggs.
A luife stork of premiums.
Old I'hone, 98.

Uoom IS, N.

Q

9
jfc

who are The knightst

I.

Company.
Armijo Building.

you. realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

t

have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no'go'.in'.

NATIONAL

0S)0CCOCCaKOCC0O
3

You

tor tlie I'iiino Content

216 S. SECOND ST.

'Phones.
North Second Street.
Both

B0t

Drayin'

"GYROFANS"
BAR-

MONUMENTS.

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Movin'

SANTA

and Motors

Agents for the Celebrated

NDENTf

BARA CEMETERIES

City Market
Only th

AND

Crocker-Wheel-

Store and Residence Wir-iti- "'
a Seeialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.

UNDERTAKERS

More.

WANTED.
Large garin sacks, good price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
620 South Second street.

cai

j

that you can find

ISBBaBHBMaaiSSflSOIMSMlaBIBMWI,

TO

CO.,

for a moment. What would be the use
of inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

one visit under such clrcumstancea
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, ao we make eure
to hav
,.- -

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

MRS.
HEALD, 805
unnnu AVLIMUt., COLORADO
PHONE 62, (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE
INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.

APPLY

RANGE

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stoves taken

-

Floor Coverings

line.

Lead and Copper.
New Y'ork, Sept. 6. Lead, quiet,
$4.S5(fi 4.90;
copper, easy, $16.00
10.00 '4.

Stop and Think
'

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new

to-vi- t:

y

giving away any spirituous, vinous,
fermented, or malt and intoxicating liquors, in quantities less than one
quart, shall be designated a retail liquor dealer, and shall pay an annual
license in the sum of two hundred dollars, payable quarterly in advance;
nnd any person who shall keep any
room or place, in any building, hotel,
or elsewhere, in the City of Albuquerque, where any spirituous, vinous, fermented, malt, or other Intoxicating liquors are sold, provided or furnished
to casual visitors, customers, or frequenters, to be drank or used In such
room or place, or on the premises,
shall be deemed a retail liquor dealer
within the meaning of this section."
Section 2. All licenses for retail liquor shall be dated 'the first of the
calendar month In which the same are
applied for and issued.
Section 3. That all retail liquor licenses now In force be cancelled and
the unearned money paid for said licenses be, In the discretion of the
council, refunded upon application
therefor.
Section 4. That this ordinance go
info effect the 1st day of October,

Mn
M

The saving of time meant comfort.
The saving of labor meant ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing m

New York Money Market.
New York, Sept. 6. Money on call,
per cent;
firm and higher, 2V6(S?3

An Ordinance Fixing the Amount to
be Paid for Retail Liquor

Approved:

VV

MELINI&EAKIN

December,

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 6. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
lfi.ooo; market, steady to 10c
lower; native steers. $lif)6.25; southern steers, $2.60 (fi 3.65; southern cows,
$1.7512.60: native cows and heifers,
$1.75 ft 5; stockers and. feeders. $2.60
(t4.1o; bulls, $2.15(93.25; calves, $2.75
(?t6; western steers, $3.25fi4.50; western cows, $1.753.25.
Sheep Receipts, 6.000; market was
weak to 5c lower: muttons, $I.35ST-5.40lambs, 15.75 ff 7.35; range wethers, $4.60 5.40; fed ewes, $4&4.65.

NEW POSTOFFICES

f'
ufiV
j

hx "Queen Quality" Shots the
tmpfusls comes on the worJ
"FIT." "Queen Quality" fils
ff foot others do sometimes

T. STAGG CO,,

DISTILLER

$7.26'.&.

ESTABLISHES

pivb

64
24

O. & W

Greene Copper

I

p-i- ce

METAL

0

&

C.

CELEBRATED

THE
MONEY

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
Amalgamated Copper
1177x
American Sunar v
Atchison, common
SS'S
Baltimore & Ohio
Ill's
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
42V4
Colo: ado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common ... 27'4
Chicago, Great Western, com... 21s

t,

Evidence on the folliwlng subject
Attest:
will prove of Interest to every AlbuHARRY F. LEE,
querque reader. So many people go
Clerk.
through the , same experience daily.
proof
This public statement should be
ORDINANCE NO. 308.
positive to every' wavering doubter.
Head it carefully.
An Ordinance Fixing the Amount to
Mrs. W. C. Wood, wife of V. C.
Iv Paiil for Gambling Licenses.
Wood, employed in the Santa Fe rail- P.e it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex7J0
South
road shops, residence
ico:
Broadway, says:
"When on a visit
Section 1. Tl af section 173 of the
to Fall Hiier, Mass., I learned that
of the Citv of Albuquerque,
ordinance
Ixmn's Kidney Pills had been a house- New Mexico,
be a
ib'il SO as to
hold necessity in that city for yea.s. re i as follows,
:
t
Naturally when a person has Lack-achThe owner, or owners, occupant, or
themselves,
and friends, ac- occupants, agent, or agents, person, or
quaintances and relatives continually persons, in harge of any room, house
insist that a i ?y; ieularly remedy or tuildine. of whatsoever kind or deshall be tried, you at least cement to scription, wherein gambling, as in the
ake a course of the treatment. I used next preceding section mentioned, Is
Doau's Kidney Pills and they stopped a' 'owed, permitted, or suffered to be
an aggravated attack of backache, played, shall first obtain a license
refor from the city clerk, ami shall
only one of the many which had occur- th.
pay at the rate of two hundred aud
red In the past. When I came west I fifty dollars per annum for each game
brought with rne a dozen boxes of or table; provided that no such license
LHian's Kidney Pills long before they sba be granted for a less period than
were so extensively known in New t wi Ive mom hs.
Section 2. That f.ll gambling liMexico, as at present. I have not the
slightest hesitation in publicly stating censes no win force be cancelled and
umarne l portion of the money
that I know from experience as well the
paid
said licenses be, in the discre- as observation that this remedy can fio for th,i
nof
council, ufumled upon apdepended
In
absolutely
all
le
plication therefor.
o
kidney
complaint
causing
cases
Section 3. That this ordinance shall
bachache, lumbago aud other sympo into effect on the l"-tday of Septoms which follow In the wake of laat tember, 1905.
Du'y passed this 5th day of Septemfar too preva.i ut annoyance."
50 ber. 1905.
For sale by all dealers,
Approv ed :
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
FRANK McKEE,
New York, sole agents for the United
Mayor.
btatcs.
Attet:
Kememl er the name Doan's and
HARRY F LEE,
take no other.
ii
Clerk.
Foster-MilKur-

-

IT0C

FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.

un
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PACK
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The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

;
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LESSENING

DR. JOHU SHAW BILLINGS, OF THE

CENSUS

Young Women .Know Much More
About
Than Their Grandmother
the 8ecrets of Generation More
Births Will Not Be a Benefit to Future Generation and May Be Dangerous Because of Overcrowding.

BIRTH

BIRTH

RATE

BUREAU,

TAKES NO STOCK

(f

'S SOWS
.
lVOX JdQur JtCe

St

NOT

IS

AN

yr

fi?y

'J
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G&v?rov

6, 1905.

EVIL

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

IN THE "RACE SUICIDE" TALK.

' H)Z

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT.

wrri

vrsyjr )

Washington, D. C, Sept. 6. The
race suicide views of rreshlent Roose

velt are opposed by a prominent official of the federal census buieau.
Ir. John Shaw Billings, who was
employed to 'nelp write the baby
bulletiu, lately Issued, does not think
the decrease In children Is necessarily
an evil.
"It does not appear to me," he says,
"that this lessening of the birth rate
Is In Itself an evil, or that It will be
worth while to attempt to Increase
the birth rate merely for t'ne sake of
maintaining a constant Increase In the
population, because to neither wis,
nor the next generation, will such In'
crease be specially beneficial."
A theory that the diminishing birth
rate might be due to overindulgence
In tobacco, liquor and other excesses,
bringing about a, deterioration or the
race and a weakening of the sex pow
era, Is said by Dr. billings to be ab
solutely unsupported by the facta.
Dr. Millings says: "It Is probable
that the most imirtant factor In the
change is the deliberate and voluntary
avoidance or prevention of child bear
ing on the part of a steadily Increas
ing number of married people, who
not only prefer to nave but few children, but who know how to obtain their
wish. The reasons for this are numerous, but I will mention only three.
"The first is the diffusion of information with regard to the subject
.nf ereneraiion. bv means of popular and
school treatises on physiology and!
iygiene. w'nlc'.i diffusion began between thirty and forty years ago.
Girls of twenty years of age at the
present day Know much more about
anatomy and physiology than did their
grandmothers at the same age, and
"the married women are much better
informed as to the means by which
the number of children may be limited
than were those of thirty years ago.

LETTER

MARKET

MEXICO,

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20,

21 21 23,

1905

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the
SAND1AS

Monday Night, September 18

ON "RACE
"So long a the present tendency
held less desirable and Its bonds less
sacred than they were forty years ago. of people to aggregate the cities conVoting women are gradually being Im- tinues, ns It is likely to do until our
bued with the Idea that marriage and coal supplies begin to shrink perin
growth of the opinion that the ab- motherhood are not to be their chief ceptibly, with a corresponding
staining from having children on the objects in life, or the sole methods crease In the cost of power forsomanu
long
part of a married couple is not only of obtaining subsistence: that they facturing and transportation,

evi: RKTT TRUE

MOUNTAINS

SUI-CID-

To some extent this may also be true
ns regards the young men. but I do
not think this Is an important factor.
"The second cause ha been the

not In Itself sinful, or contrary to the
usual forms of religious creeds, but
that it may even be. under certain
commendable.
"The third cause is the great Inof t. ilngs which
crease In the
were formerly considered as luxuries,
but which have now become almost
necessities.
"In the struggle for what Is considered a desirable mode of existence, at
the present day, marriage Is being

should aim at being independent
of possible or actual husbands, ana
should fit themselves to earn their
own living In some one of the many
ways in which females are beginning
to find Increasing sources of remunerative employment; t'nat housekeeping Is a sort of domestic slavery, and
that it is be,st to remain unmarried
until someone offers who has thq
means to giatify their educated

threw clouds of dust into the eyes of
Moon so that he could
he
not see. In the meantime the handsome maiden became the bride of the
great king and they lived happily ever afterward.
bemoaned his
The
lost love and grieved so much for her
that lier face became a shadow of his
life, and even now, when at times he
turns bis gieat, round, sad face to the
world, the shadow of the king's bride
can be eiisily seen.
The prize? for the carnival amount
to $500 cash, and .the competition
e
among the participants promises
very lively.

demand Is growing clear beyond the
supply. Manager Hobson states that
he could sell light here In Roswell
four times as much butter as he Is
able to make. It Is the lack of cream
that keens down fhe enterprise. Al
though the creamery has a skimming
station at Portaks. and receives
cream from a great many farmers or
this locality, it could use much more
than it now gets. What they want
of the farmets. If
Is the
the farmers at other towns of tie
valley will show their interest, skimming stations will be established at
each tbwn.

Mnn-ln-th-

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 4. More
than O'J.oihi cattle came in last week,
this
the largest run of the season, buttoday,
week has made a good start
with 24,IM0 head. Corn fed steers and.
adthe best grass steers made some
vance last week, but the other grades
of cattle lost 10 to 20 cents. Trade
was active all week, both from packers and country buyers. Seven hundred cars of stockers and feeders were
taken to the country, and the packers
bought nearly 40,000 cattle. During
August, this year, country buyers took
70,000 cattle to the country, against
65,000 same week last year, while the
packers here slaughtered 155,000" Cattle, as compared with 95,000 in Aug;- oat, 1904. Demand from the country
is increasing every week, and with the
packers killing as many as they are,
the big runs of Sentember and October should be absorbed without any
congestion, or much Injury to prices.
Market Is weak to 10 cents lower today, however, on most of the range
cattle. Several trains of Colorado
steers sold early last week at JH.25
to $4.15, cows at $2.50 to $3.25, cancers around 2.oo. The Texas cows
sold mostly at $2.35 to $2.75, stockers
and feeders $3.25 to $3.75, bulls $2.00
to $2.30, veals $5.00 to $5.75, veal
calves sold at $6.00 today.
Mutton supply last week aggregated
34,000 head, run today,, lO.OOO. Prices
Temalned about steady all of last week
although competition was not quite as
Country buyers
sharp as formerly.
got a few sheep last week at $3.50 to
$4.40 for ewes, 'wethers around $4.65.
yearlings $5.00, and lambs $3.30. The
market is about steady today, two or
68
three lots of Utah lambs, 5 to top
pounds, at $7.50 today, a new
price this season; they made $7.30
last jneek. Mexican wethers sold at
$5.00 today, 81 pounds; Colorado wethers, 89 poupds, at $5.00. The large
local demand has kept prices well up
In line with Chicago so far this season.

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

e

to-b-

tastes.

A

Grand Stock Show
Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

W.

PIANO
i

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

D. K. B.

'

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

e

.

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
4

'Scenic Line of the Wotld"

Colorado Southern
Railway

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time as quick
and rates as low as by other Unas.

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are vou Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Pictur
esque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt.
Denver, Colo,

PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

CARS.

trains. No tlresoms
delays at any station.

On all through

msttsr
For Illustrated advertising
or Information, address or apply ts

n

e

SELLERS, Secretary

&

'

'

Marching Bands
Cowboy Relay Races
Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Ton3 of Red Fire
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
treatly reduced rates.

DENVER

Touching Story

of Geo. A.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

GREER, President

The Best
of Colorado

girl
la the saving from death of the baby
Eyler, Cuiiiberlnnil. Mel. H
11
months our
writes: "At the aire of
declining
little Kir whs Introuble,
and two physl-cinSpecial Correspondence.
erlous throat
in
her up. We were almost
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 1. Some despair,gavewhen
we resolvtfd to try Dr.
sales of Panhandle cattle at Kansas King's New Discovery for Consumption,
City this week:
CoiiKhs and Colds. The first bottle gave
relief; after taking feur bottles she was
Monday, August 28. 1905
and Is now In perfect health.
D. Payne, Miami, Texas, 24 cows, cured
Never fall to relieve and cure a pourM
857
pounds, $2.50; 14 heifers, 740 or told. At all dealers; 6oo and IL Guaranteed. Trial bottle fresxo.
pounds, $2.60.
Dorsey & Co., Hlgglns, Texas, 78 LAST CAMP DURANGO- The merchants named below will
stockers, 628 pounds, $3.75.
FARMINGTON BRANCH.
a beautiful Price & Teeple Ma
ive
H. L,. Jones, Higgins, Texas, 2a
steckers, 561 pounds, $3.45; 10 sows
On Monday, Kilpatrick's Camp, No
church
a
'
pounds. $2.40.
2. nulled Into Farmington and went
Bennett & Co., Mobeetle, Texas, 50 Into camp on the gremnds near the 8cnoo, club or other organization of
stockers, 797 pounds, $2 5; il cows, depot site, says the r armingion
21 pounds, $2.50.
Hustler. This is the last camp to be Albuquerque that la voted and elect
Tuesday, August 29, 1905
established on the Purango-- r arming
contest It
J. Slake, Higgins, Texas, 70 feed ton branch. The cap is a large one, ed the moBt popular. The
ers, 951 pounds, 3.20.
consisting of aliout eighty head of now open, and close on December 10,
J. F. Fowler Higgins, Texas, 80 horses, and the same number of men,
with a. big grader and all other equip- 1905. The piano Is on exhibition at
stockers, 655 pounds, $3.15.
W. P. Seymour, Portales, N. M., 75 ments.
Tuesday morning they began the the Globe store, where It may be seen
calves, 231 pounds, $4.25.
John Burlson. Clarendon, Texas, work of giadlng the yards for Farm-lneto- by all. One vote Is given free to ev45 cows, 303 pounds, $2.40; 13 bulls,
and the work will be pushed
l,19y pounds $2.20.
so that train service can be establish erybody, with every twenty-fivcent
G. C. Long, Canyon City, Texas, 91 ed by September 10th, if possible.
This camp will grade tne yarns ana cash sale, the only provision being
cows,, 833 pounds, I3.6U; 27 feeders,
801 pounds, $3.35.
the track down to the roundhouse. In
anyWhite & R., Tetersburg, Texas, 75 a very few days the arrival and de that when you need the goods
cows, 7bo pounds, $j.Zu; 60 stockers, parture of the iron hoise win be a way, you trade with the merchants
regular feature of Farmlngton's Indus,
720 pounds, $2.75.
trial life.
Wednesday August 30, 1905
named below. A ballot box Is placed
Sanor & Popham, Texas, 122 cows,
Cooling,
Soothing and
at J. H. O'RIelly & Co's. drug store,
29 feeders, 925
771 pounds. $2.40;
The salve that heals without a scar
pounds, $3.20.
Is De Wltt'a Witch Hazel Salve. No where all votes must be deposited. Be
Thursday, August 30, 1905
remedy effects such speedy relief. It ure
49
Harris,
Goodnight,
H.
Texas,
C.
and get your voting tickets.
PRETTY CARNIVAL STORY cows, 830 pounds, $2.60.
Inflammation, soothes,
draws out
cuts, burns and
Somes sales of southwestern sheep cools and beals all
bruises. A sure cure for piles ana
FURat Kansas City this week:
OLD SCOTTISH FOLK-LORskin diseases. DeWltt's is the only
Monday, August 28, 1905
NISHES TALE TO BE ACTED
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
H. Payne, San Antonio, Texas, 187 genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
OUT IN THE CARNIVAL AT LEW
dangerous.
of counterfeits, they are
IS AND CLARK FAIR, BEGINNING goats, 89 pounds, $3.30.
Sold by all druggists.
Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
Thursday, August 31, 1905
SEPTEMBER 7.
W. T. Mclntyre, Ne wMexico, 401 ARTESIA REAL ESTATE
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Hous
Portland, Sept. 6. When it was de Mexican wethers, 80 pounds, $3.00;
AGENT IS DEAD. ton.
termlned to hold a three days' cam! e4D Mexican wethers, 82 pounds, $5.00.
ral at the Lewis and Clark expositioned
J. G. Welsh, aged about forty-fivO. A. Mat
Books and Stationery
Public Is Aroused.
September 7, 8 and 9, to be cal
years,
died at his home In Artesla, 6on & Co.
The publlo Is arounsed to a knowledge
I.
Nogero
King
of
sufferFestivities
county.
He had been
"The
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of the curative merits of that great
many persons began to inquire as to tcai tonic, fcaectrlo
Coal and Wood W. H. Hahn.
Hitters, ror sick atom ing with typhoid fever, but was about
kidneys.
Mary
"ispeii
neh.
new
liver
Nogero.
and
H.
Wal
origin
of
recovered, when be began having
the
the
MB tst. Clair avenue.
Columbus, trouble with his heart. It was heart
Confectionery C. P. Schutt.
Oregon backward," said a wise one, Ohio, orwrites:
"For several months I waa
'and you may get some light upon the given up to die. I had fever and
ttoulile that caused his death. He
Dentistry B. F. Copp, D. D. S.
my nerves were wrecked j I could neit leaves a wile and two children. Mr.
subject.
my
sleep,
was
so
and
weak
stomach
sto
name,
explains
but
the
estate
the
In
the real
That
Drugs J. H. O'RIelly. & Co.
useless doctors' drug's that I could Welsh had been
ry which is to be worked out by the from
not et- - Boon after neglnntng to tak business In Artesla since the open
water,
a
partner
Dry Goods The Globe Store.
was
on
In
Ing
relief,
Electric
town.
He
I
and
obtained
and
Bitters
land
of the
ran.ival features,
,
waa entirely cured." Guar In the firm of Hlgglns & Welsh. He
a pretty a short time I drugis a piece of ancient
60c.
stores.
anteetl at all
Frloa
Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
was well known in Roswell.
romance of the olden time.
The story of the carnival is based A BRAKEMAN'S NARROW
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric &
Pleasantly Effective.
upon ar old bit of Scottish foik-lorESCAPE FROM DEATH
Construction
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to
no
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sun
Never
the
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the
never
ry,
easy
Brakeman
pleasant
the
of
Charles
Andrews,
take,
and
a
to
maiden,
a
tuo stars, and beautiful
Furniture J. D. Emmons.
well as a rich and powerful king. The Santa Fe, hail a narrow escape the falling In results are DeWltt's Little
night
pills
other
death,
from
and
Early
instant
famous
little
These
Risers.
Giocerles
fo
The Jaffa Grocery Co.
earnestly
long
and
king l.ad sought
he is alive now he may regard are a certain guarantee against head The Highland Grocery;
The Broad
a ma'dcii whose beauty would be great that
ache, biliousness, torped liver and all way Grocery.
Many as almost a miracle.
enough to grace the throne.
He was rdlding on the top of a of the ills resulting from constipation.
years of search hud proved unavailing freight
Hardware Albuquerque Hardware
train going into l.os Angeles. They tonic and strengthen the liver.
and the Kirif had about given up in While the
was running through Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists Co.
despair, when there appeared before Pasadena, train
a low hanelng telephone
him a bright faced page of the sun w
Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
ire, which had sagged down, caught MADE TEACHERS AT
clad in a brilliant suit of shimmering
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce
SANTA FE INSTITUTE
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train
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face
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Co.
speed.
running
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at
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In the recent examinations
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for
Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phones
dwelt in the Moon Castle, where she and
teachers' certificates at the Santa Fe
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by
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the
cut
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face
Man-Iwas held in captivity by the.
were
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institute,
there
Jewelry II. E. Fox.
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certificates
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n summer day. when
There
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At tbe close
up for several days.
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the moon had retire to rest, t lie page will be laid
except by nourishment. There Is no
unlocked the .'ient doir of the
Peculiar Disappearance.
Optician Hebber Optical Co.
and led the msild n forth. Vhiu she
J. P. Kunyan, of Beetlervltle. Ohio, laid way to nourish except through the
stomach. The stomach must be kept
apunrol to thf w.tM all 'the stars the symptoms
liecullar eilnai)earance of his paln-fePheitOiii
hers The
e.f
and billions. healthy, pure anl sweet or the
danced and twinkled with delight and
Studio.
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s
Dr.
to
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it WHi Biniil the flashing of lights and ems: "They are a perfect remedy fer strength will let down and disease
Plumhinir -- Standard
Plumbing &
loss of
will set ud. No appetite,
sour ete)mach, headache,
the slngiiig of. birds that they lnau
etc". Guaranteed: at all
strength, nervousness, headache, con Heating Co,
their journey earthward. The
1'rlce, 2Sc.
risings
arising late, funnel that
stlpation. bad breath, sour
Restaurant Zoigor's Itestaurant.
rifting, lndipestlein, dyspepsia and all
Ills captive hud fleel, and he forthwith ROSWELL CREAMERY
every
corner
ret.' bis lightbt atns 10
DOING FINE BUSINESS. stomach troubles that are curable are
Tailor Win . Glaesner.
quickly cured by the UBe of Kodol
of the woriei to find her. The- young
The H iswell Creamery U doing Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what
patri', however, was toei quick f r him.
Wall r.i;.. r and Paint
The Roe
and had feummom-e- l his playmate's, the fine work now. says the Register you eat and strengthens the whole Hive, F. I., i'ierce, 2u9 West Gold
Tln-Kvery
a
brings
morning
lot
out
tht.dr
nice
Jolneel
zephyrs, to aid him.
diget'lve apparatus.
o
and eweet, and the
efforts and created a great wind winch of butter, fte-jlSOME SALES OF CATTLE

A FEW OF THE MANY

the death rates are likely to increase,
and therefore the rate of Increase In
population due to excess of births
over deaths will diminish.
"This state of things has occurred
before In the world's history, In cer
tain regions, as, for instance, In southern and western Euiope, during the
decline of the Roman empire; and,
If the Increase of population had not
been checked, as it then was, the
world would now be overcrowded."

THE DINING
CAR SERVICE

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

(From the California Limited
Log Jlook)

that all of vs
should compliment the Harvey
System, aad yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
It

Is pecullai

K, T. W.

EL PASO and
SOUTHWESTERN

LOW RATE
EXCURSIONS

system

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANL ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

me-i-

El Paso Northeastern

s

aa-u-

folk-lore-

-

NEW TIME CARD

e

'

il

Moon-Kelehe-

Inelige-silo-

drug-giHl-

--

r

and

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

No.
a. m.;
No.
11:69
12:09

days.

Eastbounat
2, AUntlo Express, arrives T:lt
departs l:S0 a. m.
4, Chicago
Limited, arrive
Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
Wedneasdays ao4 Uatur- a.

Rock Island Systems
LIBERAL

RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules

DOUBLE
Dining; Cars all the

No. I. Chicago and Kansas City
t : 45 p. ni.; departs 7:45
pres,

Finest Equipment

DAILY SERVICE

Way

Short

rr iimnenniorma'ion

p. m- -

Wastbound.
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrived
7:30 p. m.; departs 1:11 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrlres
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
departs 10: SO a, m. Mondays aad

Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Faat HatL arrives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m.

& S. System,

WHO ARE THE KN1GHT8T

El

Paso,

SOUTHWESTERN

Tex

SYSTEM

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

Southbound.
No. 27 departs 11:30 p. m- - connect
with eastern trains
No. ti arrives from sooth 7: IS a. m.
connecting with No. 2, eaatbotuid.
All trains daily except No, t and 4.
No. 1 canit) through shalr, stand-aa- d
and tourist sleeping ears to Los
AngelM.
No. 7 carries throcgt chair, Btaad-ar- d
and tourist sleeping eeara for Seu
Francisco.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

pg anj

can orauaress

V.R. STILES, G.P. A.,E. P.

Line East

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

Third and Marquette

H. RTJ1MM0
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

6,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

TAGCART DIVORCE SCANDAL

"So far from be

typical of the
garrison life In the
army, the conditions
brought to light by
the Taggart divorce
scandal are a libel
in the families of
i every man In
I
know
toniethlng of army
posts
In
life myself. I have lived
on the western frontier and elsewhere
for forty years, and I want to say
that during all that time I never knew
an officer's hospitality to be abused.
Hcyond one or two exceptions I never
knew of a whisper against the honor
of a married woman. The man who
would depart from the highest standard of personal honor could not remain in the army.
"There Is a standard of uprightness
and truth worthiness demanded of one
In

bar-.-ack-

officer by another which would not for
a moment tolerate any such performances as are reported to have been
going on In that 'divorce affair. The
garrison and post life Is such as to
make honor and mutual trust among
the officers an absolute necessity. In
many posts the community Is very
small; the onJy social lite Is that of
the officets and their families that
are thus brought together. They see
the same people day after day and
week after week: they get up their
own little entertainments; dance with
the same women, take tea at one another's houses, swap dinners, come
and go like one big family. Married
men call on the wives of other married men and the bachelors come to
the houses of the married officers and
are on the pleasantest terms with
the mothers or daughters of the fam-

CASINO

To Insure proper classification ids for this column m.st he In the
office before
'clock
p. m. Ads phoned receive the same tardul attention that Is given
to d brought to office.

i

more virtuous, or her honor more
safe than In that environment.
And
I want to say, moreover,
that there
are no men more upright, no men
more chivalrous, no men to whom I
would sooner trust the women of my
family, than the rough and ready men
of the west army or civilian.
The
driver of the stage coach do you
suppose I had any hesitation In trusting my wife to a Journey of 400 miles
through a desert country without an
escort? No. She was never In less
danger In her life.
"Respect for women Is a characteristic of our American manhood and
thoie Is no place where that fine type
of manhood Is seen to better advant-agthan In the rough western country where the post life of the army
officer takes him. No. The public
should make no mistakes aliout the
ily.
standards of morality at army costs
I
Is
say
want to
"And
They are not the standards which that
that there
no place in the world where a woman affair might seem to Indicate.".
man who was a stranger to
furnished the required bond,
admonished that It would lie
her to produce the man in
before her case was called.

LIVE TOPICS

Worl for Each Insertions

IV

Is

a

her. She
but was
well for
question

LOST, STRAYED

SECURE A GOOD POSITION

A
OR STOLEN
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tad; $20 reward and no ques
tions asked, if returned to J. W,
McQuade, 234 North Walter street

by writing
OppOTtnnittM ryinf fixw
lesmeti. tifx ir
capalJ
year now
t.ooo
tive, Ciernal and Technic! mto. On ol tnt ta.ono
mployera uliuin w acrv
wants mn ct tuine
Rftiinu ahtiitT Mlesiwn, mnsirr ff Mlemn and
oftire ftMiAtama who nndemtand alemanh?p to h.I
permanent aaUried paitnne Excellent opportunity for
advancement. Write ua y
statin position desired.

f

nn 'r

t

lno.,

NAPQOODS

I

Brain Brokers

VI7 Chemical BulKSUif. BU

WANTED.
WANTED

Second hand sa.fe, in good
condition. Address, P. O. Box ;li3.
WANTED A ladies' Monarch bicycle,
which disappeared from 115 South
Third street last night. Reward for
return.
WAN TED First class girl for house
work. Apply between 3 and 6 p. m
312 North Sixth street.
Mrs. Robert E. Putney.
WANTED Situation by an experienced newspaper and Job printer.
References.
Address, A. C, Citi-

--

TONIGHT

FRA DIAVOLO
A Charming Opera in Three Acts

to clean new
also employ the best of NHW

TAGK CONTRACTS,

buildings; I
help, and personally oversee everything. 1 take contracts to clean
schools, hotels, stores, residences,
etc. I also distribute samples and
ct; Hilars.
A. Shelton, 1114
South
Edith street.
WANTED!
WANTEDI WANTEdI

Uuii

SEVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

m Evening Citizen Wants! m
r
On Cent

LIBEL ON ARMY POST LIFE
By Brig. Gen. John F. Weston,

PAGE

SPKCIALTIES

And
HY MEMBERS OF THE COMPANY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

EVENING

SAID PASHA

With New Specialties and Illustrated Songs

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure po- ADMISSION
,5 ailti 2j Cents
sitions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your busi- x
ness and guarantee to give satisfacM
tion. Give us a trial.
m
WE WANT AT ONCE.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 socond
cook. 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men "to take charge of M
Assisted by
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
MRS. MABEL STEVENS-HIME. Planiste.
teamsters, logmen, swampers, laborMRS. MAUD SUMMERS-CUWENTKER, Soprano.
ers, etc.
PROF. J. E. CRUM, Reader.
M
MISS HELEN PRATT, Accompanist.
FIFTEEN
Firstcln3s carpenteis ship to CaliELKS OPERA HOUSE, SEPTEMBER 8111 3 O'CLOCK P. M.
fornia.
TWENTY
Admission, 50c, 75c and $1. Tickets on sale at Matson's Wednesday,
Mexicans railroad work fhlp eat.
9 a. m.
September 6,

zen.

WANTED Experienced eastern dress
maker wants to go out by the day.
Address, 520 West Marquette ave.
WANTED A molding man, wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
South First street.
WANTED Experienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Colura-- .
bus hotel.
WANTED Boys.
Western Union
Telegraph Co.
WANTED A woman for general
housework. App.y 610 South Broadway.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Position as bookkeeper,
or general office work. Best of references. Address, O. O. Ostendorf,
520 West Copper avenue.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 524 South First street
WANTED Gennemen't second-hanclothing No. 615 South First street,
south ot viaduct. Send address and
will call. XI. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
frame house. In the Highlands, lot
100x142. east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
street in town; incumbrance $3,000.
Address P. O. B. 114, city.

BRUNO

COXCKRT

DIECKMANN

Violinist r

Vast Cost of Forsst Fires.
American League.
million dollar fire In a lumber CHILD NARROWLY
At Boston
n. H. E.
yard excites attention and comment
Iloston
3 3 j
ESCAPES
DROWNING
pay
Few
to
Maine
California.
from
Phlladt lphla
2 10
2
any attention to the J3,0u0,ouu worth
At IK'troit
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h.
royeu
ues
in ine PROMPT WORK OF BYSTANDERS Detroit
oi miiiuer unnuaiiy
!
ii i
'Chicago
5 8
price ot beef, gas and railway rates
second Game
R. H. E.
at
LEBYA FROM A WATERY GRAVE. Detroit
is a permanent topic of active discus3 7 3
THE SOUTHWESTERN
sion and controversy. Few give any
EMPLOYo 10
Chicago
3
MENT AGENCY
Yesterday afternoon's heavy down
heed to the recent enormous increase
At Cleveland
R. H E
In the cost of lumber or to the danger pour of rain came near causing
Fhone 193 Red Upstairs
the Cleveland
0 3 4
110 South Second Street
of an early exhaustion of our forest death of little Arculano Lebya, the St. Louis
1
k
resources. New York Sun.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leandro
At Washington-Washingto- n
R.
H.E.
O
Lebya, residing at 4i9 West Copper
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE4 12
1
avenue. After the lain had ceased. New York
The Boy Reared by Hand.
6
1
10
PAIRING
An old farmer in Nemaha county, '' Arculano went out to' wade In the
on Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
,
Kansas, remarks that a
water and wandered over Into an
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Western
League.
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
At St. Joseph-da- me
and hard- - joining lot, where excavations had
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REa been made for the foundation of a
country
boy
Order.
makes
fisted
between St. Joseph and Des
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aj high
Moines postponed on account of rain.
much better fighter In the battles of residence.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
HORSESHOEING
life than does the pampeied, high-- ; The little fellow stepped Into a At Sioux City
private.
R H E
and strictly
One
Time:
'
collared, rrcased-tiousereof trenrh nhnut thrpa foi.t
vrtnth.
Timt Sioux City .,
4
month to one year given. Goods re9 9
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
our towns and cities whose clothes about this time his mother went out Omaha
.
. 0
main In your possession. Our rates
3
10 iook ior mm, anu tailing to nnu
naie always ueen uusieu vwiu
are reasonable. Call and see us beNational League.
him, she started out to follow
whisk broom instead of a shingle.
his
fore borrowing.
At Pittsburg
footprints. The mother was horrified
R. U.K.
Cor. First Street and TIJera. Road ALBUIjUtrilJUt CAHHIAGt CO.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
S
Hotel Forty-Tw8
Stories High,
to find that they led to the edge of ''t,tsj"rg
3
Steamship tickets to and from all
g
Albei t J. Adams, of policy f ame, ac- - the tiench. She at once set tin a wail! Chicago
4
parts of the world.
n It F
cording to Mortimer C. Merritt, archi- - that could be heard all over the: ai at. mollis
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
tect, is the head of a $3,imn,0O0 syndl- - neighborhood, and many hastened toil- 5 10 1
315 West Railroad Ave.
Cincinnati
1 o 15
cate which pioposes erecting a hotel the scene of the trouble.
0
FOR RENT.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
forty-twstones high, between Sixth
The first to arrive was Leandro ' ctron.(1
R. H.E. FOR RENT Furnished
Open Evenings.
room, with
and Seventh avenues, and running Lebya, the boy's father. Not wast-- , .J- r
12 0
bath, in p.Ivate family, with or
' o
through from Thirty-seconto Thir-'in- g
any time, the father jumped Into
8
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without board. 620 South Third
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street, says the New Y'ork the ditch and pulled the little fellow
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street.
lout. It looked as though he was dead nlndelphia
Times.
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room,
with
front
It will have an accommodation of as he was considerably bloated and muuiuyn
3 J2 4
boaid in private family; Highlands, O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIOur pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
2.2u0 guests. There will be 5U0 single unconscious. Those at hand, however,
American Association.
An
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL400 North Arno street.
At Indianapolis
electric sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
rooms with baths. In every suite of immediately began putting into effect
ROAD AVENUE.
Cottages,
RENT
FOR
furnished
al!
of your own choice. We hang the sign and keep It clean and bril-Ilaparlor, bed 100m and bath, there Till the methods used to resuscitate a Indianapolis
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for housekeeping. Best climate in
at our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
I have opened a merchant tailoring
I!'.'.'.!'.!!!!!' 7 New
be a refrigerator, which will supply drowned person, and the child was Louisviiie
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Daily
Mexico.
mall
At Columbus
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
its own frigidity, after the fashion rolled over, stood on his head, rubbed,
establishment upstairs over No. 209
querque.
Block,
B.
Address,
J.
hands. All sign lighting will bs on fiat rate basis. How's that for
Columbus
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
of cooling rooms In breweries. There etc.
0
Jemez Hot Spilngs, N. M.
bargain?
patronage
will be faucets in all bed rooms which
of the general, public.
He finally revived, and shortly after Toledo
0 FOR RENT A suite of
rooms,
three
Second Game
will run ice water. Stem heat, elec-- ! being taken to the house was able to
made too order. Clothes cleaned
very deslreable for party of young Suits
pressed and repaired. The specific I
tile light and hot and cold water will set up and cry. Although lie was ter-b- Columbus
4
713
men.
Copper.
West
o
everywhere.
will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
Talk
ribly weakened by his harrowing ex- - Toledo
e LIGHT MAN Fourth and Gold Ave.
FOR RENT Four room brick house, use
At St. Paul
garments also cleaned, and walking
floor will comprise perience he had recovered sufficiently
The
between
streets,
Second
Third
and
St. Paul
a dining room and a ball room. A 'roof today to be out of danger.
8
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank skirts made 15to order. Fit guaranteed.
Minneapolis
u
Have had
years' experience in
garden will he a. feature in warm
:
Tiotter.
this city. Give me a trial.
weather. It is, projxised to give over COMPLETE PLANT OF
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
O. BAMBINI.
THE JEALOUS GRAND CANYON
the basement to a Turkish bath estabi
light housekeeping. - with electric
lishnient, with a swimming pool sev- - BEBBER OPTICAL COMPANY
lights.
Inquire
Mrs.
Ruthof
H.
E.
enty-flvfeet
feet long and twenty-fiverford, corner Broadway & Iron, JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LIN
WALTER PAGE TELLS HOW DEwide.
same
block Congregational church.
MANDING IS THE GREAT ARI
HAS THE ONLY LENS GRINDING
Who takes pride In her bread and
FOR RENT From one to five nicely
Carries the TJnlted States mall; only
Even Doctors Err at Times.
ZONA
CHANNEL.
making knows the pleasure and
PLANT IN NEW MEXICO
cake
IS
light
rooms
houselurnished
for
change
a
line
enroute;
of
with
stock
Says the Springfield, Mass., Repubkeeping;
also
UP
STRICTLY
satisfaction
to be had by the use of
ten
ranch
thirty
of
or
IN
TO
DATE
good
rigs,
horses
and
drivers;
leaves
lican:
Walter Page ol New York, editor of
acres, with four-roohouse, fur- Alblquerque every Tuesday and SatEmpress mills flour. She knows her
EVERY RESPECT.
The fallibility of medical science is
the
orld's Work, and a member of
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs. urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, adillustrated by the recent report of the
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
E. K. Nonls, 524 John street.
mm or ifouuieday, Page & comdress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
statistical committee for London hos-- ; Among the piogresslve and up to me
pany, publishers, was here yesterday
most nutritious and healthful, and her
FOR
RENT
Apartments
In
Albuquerque,
or
proPark
B.
BLOCK,
J.
pitais, showing that during the laet date industries of Albuquerque, the
View terrace,
eight rooms each; prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
year there have been nearly 2.000 Bebber Optical company holds rank eastward bound from the Pacific
ne nau spent six weeks on the modern equipment throughout. H.
and light.
cases of mistaken diagnosis, and that among the first. Dr. Otto G. Bebber, coast preparing
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
material for a northCANNERY AT ROSWELL
caring for patients who ought never the proprietor of this concern, came west edition
his magazine, says the FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
to have been admitted, cost the sum to Albuquerque several years ago and Kansas City of
in city, single or ensulte, with table
Star.
By consent of all the stockholders.
Of 100,000.
M. BERGER
established himself In the optical bus!
My life is divided Into two parts
, w, ...
. .
hoard. 713 West Copper.
11 r,
f .1 . .
I.
ness. He has kept pace with the that before I saw
114 West Copper Avenue.
lage
the
Pacific
and
that
ctory
8t0r?1,rm8
has passed Into the hands of
Harmless, if Left Alone.
,
times, and had added to his stock
n
-it nr r( a ii
v.niy vlsit'"- - he sai(1'' ln summing
co. w w rrager and J. P. White. A
" "'
One of the defendants in a divorce from time to time until his recent ad- - i.
.ueaq
his high opinion of the western counavenue.
case, in which whiskey and cham-- ' dition, that of Installing a complete try.
-was
night
Saturday
held
'"'"ng
last
pugne ano noerai potations 01 neer lens grinding plant, has placed his Harvey'sAnd coming east, I met Mr.
and 11 l)rouKht 0llt tnR fart tnat the
FOR SALE '
eating house. The climax
company owed about $5,000, and that
are prominent factors, says that whis- - business above any In the territory,
.
came in the heart of the Arizona
pony, also saddle a1 the gtork
l'
key is the bane of the American peo-- j
Dr. Hebher Is a graduate optician, a
that conld be dIgl,oged
Jho nearest water in an irrigation
I1I;.McM'1 'Vn' real e8tate
f had kepn sold.
pie, and adds:
It then became
member of the New Mexico board of ditch.
There, out ln the sand, was a
est, c,ol,i. avenue.
necessary
"I wish there wasn't a drop In the examiners in optometry, and Is
to do something in
hotel, and the first thing on the bill
OR bALL Heating stove, gasoline continue the work of getting order to
the fac
sidered one of the leading opticians in
fare was what do you think?
For the benefit of this victim and the west today. He is prepared to fit of
"""V est uoio. torv ln snR'le and to CRTTy out the
o i
frogs' legs!
inquire ivj
of others who may subscribe to this, glasses for all defects of vision, and
contacts
with the farmers, who are
the edge of the Grand Canyon
avenue.
now raising tomatoes for the plant.
u may oe sain mat wnisuey is per- - carries a complete line of fine goods. I "On
found
as
fine
a
FOR
SALE
hotel
ComI
Nine
Home
as
hole.
I
think
J.
fectly harmless if left alone.
P.
White and W. S. Prager made
In addition to the optical department
have ever seen.
fort range. Inquire at 410 South a proposition to assume all the Indebt
El Tovar Is a
the doctor has added a department great structure of The
logs, with all the
Edith street.
edness of the company, provided they
Revival of the Farm.
devoted to kodak supplies. He hnn
one would ask In a good ho- FOR SALE Saddle pony.
Inquire be given the property of the com
Farming In New England Is declared dies the famous Eastman goods, the comforts
in the city. Yet they told me evtel
115 South Sixth street.
pany. They also agreed to fulfill all
to be undei going a revival, and while name of which is the guarantee. Dr. ery drop
of water used in the hotel FOR SALE Two snaps In real estate. contracts. When all the stockholders
various causes are assigned for it, the Bebber Is located at 118 Gold avenue, was brought
many miles In tank cars
Lot 3, in Block 29. of Huning's had been seen, it was easily agreed
filling up of the public lands in the
In the hotel there Is a billiard
Highland addition. $400.00. Lots 7, that this be done. Messrs. Prager
Toom
west has no doubt most to do with it.
CAUSE OF HAY FEVER
a large music room or baJl room
and
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
Improvements
and White will now. have the factory
In farming methods
both
beautiful
apartments.
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's under their personal control. They
Although
are also influential in the matter. Hyomel the Only Cure Give Change there were
many
guests, the billiard
addition. This is one of the finest will carry out all coatracts for buying
of Climate' In Your Own Home,
Abandoned farms are being reclaimed,.
AND
ball room and piano were never
building sites ln that part of the tomatoes.
The direct causes appear to be tables,
and people are making a living on
used.
This
seemed strange until I
city, and If sold quick can be had
them for a century, and even longer. heat, dust and the pollen of flowers, got under
the spell of the canyon.
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
It would be a queer turn of matters, and the only treatment that
COMING EVENTS
reat cnasm won t permit bil- FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en- If the tide of homesee!jrs cians recommended prior to the dis- - niHL
or
liards
dancing.
Not that it ia oplaiglng our power plant we offer for
were to reverse itself and flow from covery of Hyomel, was a change of pressively
overpowering, but It is fasSeptember 8 The Bruno Dleckman
power,
sale one hxl2,
uie west to the east, still, stranger climate.
to a degree that makes one
Buckeye automatic cut- concert.
nappeneu.
nave
luiug
Chicago
.ow Dy using Hyomel you can cinating
want
to
look
at it all the time.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftoff engine, for $250. Can be seen ln
Chronicle.
save an expensive trip to the moun
"Describe it? A man who's never
operation at our mill. It Is an ex- Territorial Fair.
tains, and escape weeks of suffering. seen it can do
September 30 "Romona," at the
as well better
cellent machine. The John Becker
Mukden World's Bloodiest Battle.
This
treatment kills the than one who that
'
Elks' opera house.
has been under its
company, BeU-n-, N. M.
In February, the battle of Mukden germs remarkable
of
the
disease
and
soothes
and
I
charm.
want
to see it again."
erp,a,tt6t l',attle In u! heals the irritated mucous mem- Dissolution Notice.
LOST.
No need to fear sudden attacks of
I.OSTBold
-A
locket,
huuhu. k yasieu iruni reurua:y ;j
two
with
V"
T.
outfit costs cholera
A. C. Cox. proprietors of
infantum,
dysentery, diarto March lo, when the Japanese en-- butThe1, complete Hyomel
Hires In it. Leave at this office.
f
bottles 50 cents, and rhoea, summer complaint of any sort
6aloon and club at Helen, have
tered Mukden.
The Russian retreat consists extra
pocket inhaler, if you have Dr. Fowler's Extract of
dissolved partnership, dissolution tak-- ;
HAPPY RESULTS.
from the city was more or less disor- through of a neat
which Hyomel Is breathed Wild Strawberry
In
the medicine Have Made Many Albuquerque Resi- inn place on September 4. ly mutual
ganize.!, and the victors captured
consent, the second party to the agreeenormous quantities A. trophies and and which., will last a. life time,;T a chest.
dents Enthusiastic.
ment assuming ail outstanding ac-- '
When the Pump and Engine are ALL
supplies, oyama pressed his success
No
scores
wonder
Albuquerque
J'iV
of
MURDERERS
T "mZS'lt
CAPTURED
counts and collecting all bills.
RIGHT. WE GUARANTEE our Outgrow
IN
citizens
enthusiastic.
It Is
OTERO COUNTY,
fit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
Fit AN K DKKICK.S.
ftner oll vitiii.
to Te 'Pa'"1 Later
v. . .
A dispatch from Alamogordo,
dated enough to make anyone happy to find
A. C. COX.
ia iniiiicti tut lfba
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
norm, out the hattle of Mukden was ii w t1t
September 3d, says:
relief arter years of suffering. Public
for Catalogue.
the last great land battle of the war. "AMERICA'S SUMMER RESORTS,"
The two exicans that were captured statements like the following are
Notic.
but
nor
Junction,
On
Phil-lipM.,
N.
by
and after the 1st of September
A. H.
No. 3 of the New York Central's
Some Things Women Don't Do.
sheriff, have been officially iden- truthful representations of the daily-wor- I will be located at my new mill at
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and
Series," coutair.s a careA loafer on the street, whose uie "Ff.ur-TracAlbuquerque
in
done
by
Doan's
tified.
They
No.
were
South First street, and
taken today to Gila
was probably at home getting out a fully engraved map of the territory county.
KMney
opera-fills.
Ariz.,
by
will
Deputy
Her-rounder the name of the'
0
Sheriff
.
.
neighbor's washing to make mom v to from Denver to New York, Boston
.
a
liCOrt C
KOI
.1. r.
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 5''7 South Sec- Superior Lumber and I'lanlng
These are the two men that
lui-iuo- y
Mill1
n
buy the children sinus, asked a busy Montreal and Bar Harbor, with
aevenieenin
aireer,
tULOKAUO K
VL'hfTt
PO.
a
man
nil
murdered
ft
n
n'fll
by
......
finlnri
H.
Pliink-Hthe name of
Smith, deputy
t ond street, wife of J.
the oiiiir day if be ever saw a scriptinns and rates to a large number
luuipuj
v.u'ibe pleased n.m
and one other man In Gila county sheriff, says: "Any woman who has filled, and I will
to meet
of resorts. For a copy send a
baldheaded woman.
in
my
the
of
all
July.
month
of
old
customers.
There Is a had backache fpr a month so settre
"No, I never did," replied the busy stamp to George H. Daniels, Geueral
$5oit reward offered by Arizona terriAI.l;LQUEKQUE PLANING MILL
man. "And I never saw a woman Passenqor Agent, Grand Central Sta- - tory.
that every movement she made hurt
::
by
ciila
COMPANY.
county,
and $250 by
walumg around town in her shirt tlon. New Y ork.
relatives of the two murdered men. and she never knew the moment but
Iiy O. E. GfSTAFSON.
Sieeves with a cigar in her teeth, ami
It
was
the
IT
IS
most
EASY
cruel murder ever the slightest strain on the muscles of
MAKE GOOD
running Into every saloon she saw.
lo
Turkish N'oDKate Is tne after a
HOUSI commit n ,i in Arizona, and Officer! the back brought a tw:ne which dish
WITH. CLUB
Neither did I ever see a woman sit- BREAD
of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
Merrnn. who took them lier
o...n,i! could onlv he described i exrruciat
ting all day at the street corner on a FLOUR.
confectionery store and Ice
to lie afraid that the tiu.n nl'l l.n inj la ninra than nlfucr-.wKon cVo
dry goods Ih.x tellins people how the
iioodci ueiore he ran net thi.m tn finds a means to ftt first check such cream parlor.
secretary of the treasury should "run
Jail.
the national finances. I have never
attacks and then radically dispose of
the
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
A. I!. I'hllllps arrested
1
these two them. 'When suffering fr :n backache
se, n a woman go fishing wi'h a LoI have opened a general repair snop
MONOBATf
and
n
md
any
CURE
in.
without
the
LUNC8 cuffed
handttie in her pocket, sit u the t.anl; ail
on soutn inira street, back of Wat
I went to the Alvarado Kiarmacy
B
for
MARK
TRD
them
brought
and
them here,
':iy and go hoii.e drunk at night. Nor
lodging tin m in Jail In Otero county. Doan's Kidney Pills and t.ok a course ,f;n8 ru store- and solicit the trade
",,H
have
ever aw a v. man yank ff
of the treatment. It supped the an
h r coat tin
say that tile could lick
I'lphtherla, sore throat, croup. In- noyance. Since t.un I lave had no
any man in to.vn." Kansas City
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
stant relief, permanent cure. Dr.
Pills,! SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
Thoma.-iElectric Oil. At any drug necessity to use Iran's Kidney
BtKiaasKaaai
4
wm
nor any other nie Heine for aching
store.
ill UVL 1UU-1J- J lip.
MISS DAVIS BOUND OVER
ONSUMPTION
ack."
across
of
the
the
small
Pries
TO THE GRAND JURY.
OUGHSand
FRUITS
50c 4. $1.00
Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art Squares, etc.
AND
VEGETABLES,
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
Everything
OLDS
Free
FRFSH EVERY DAY AT MALOY'S cents.
Trial.
Miss Charlotte Davis, of I .as Vegas,
Co., Buffalo.'
o
u
Needed
About
The
Lousthol4
i
the House.
AGENT CHARTER OAK STEEL RANGES
has been bound over to the grand
remedy
r the United
Bure.t and UuitJte.t Cure for all I
T rrll
plagues, those itchlne. pes- New York, sole stents
Jury in the sum of J.'i.n. jj he had a
for cuts, liurus, bruises, erainp.4,
THROAT and LUNO TROUB- - I tering diseases of the skin. IJut an States.
stolen watch in her possession, w.iic h
DORRADA1LE & CO.. 117 COLD1 AVENUE
diurrhiea au l ull 1jWc1 eouiiluint.
UiS, or MONE1 BACK.
j end
to misery.
Kemember the name loan's and
Ioan's Ointment
she claimed to have received from a'
cures. At any diug store.
IC
take to other.
501-50-
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Good School Shoes

cant, 7:30 p. m.
east, 10:30 p. ni.
west, fi:45 p. m.
west, 7:53 a. m.

Exclusive Enemy.
Knirlnnd club woman deA New
clare Unit '.ier ffx ban but one enemy
Is man. And tin st of the
an
dear cieaturi-- are able, rcor.er or later, to say: "We have nid the enemy
and he is ours." Kansas City Journal.
Hon. Joshua Uaynolds, the banker,
is In the city from I.B9 Veas. He la
president of the First National bank
of this city.
Tfie New Mexico veterans, attending the Granij Army encampment at
have their headquarters at
room 23, court house.
Mrs. Louis Raer and children, formerly of this city, visited Las Vegas
They returned to
friends Sunday.
Santa Fe yesterday.
Waller Jaffa, of the Jaffa Grocery
coiiipnuy. Is recovering from a mild attack of typhoid fever, and expects to
be out and down by tomorrow.
Mi. at.d Mrs. V:i;iam Jeuks, of C09
West Fruit avenue, arc enloylng a
daughter. Mrs. J. P.
visit from
nupuy and children, of Log Angelet,
An

FOR GIRLS
to

5

8'2

to $1.25.
$1 to $1.50.

8, 85c

to 11,

to $1.85.
i to 2,
6,
to
to
$2.25.
$175
2

11!
2!

$1-2-

BOYS
FOR
'
to $1.65.
2'2 to

8! 2 to 12, 90c

12', '2
5 2.

to 2, $1.10 to $2.

Ot0OeOtOtX)tX5t0000Ot0
C

aim

THE WOMAN BEHIND
THE POCKETBOOK.
Is the customer we a;jj)o:l to. To be
sure, she wants the best jrrorery staph and table luxuries, but she wants
no overcharging for that "best." We're
not a bit afraid of her, for the simple reason that our prices can't be
beaten for the same quality. As a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
Intervals, or In a hurry if you use the
'phone.
(

D

j

F.
Xos. 118

r.and

1

,

r

$1.50 to $2.25.

TROTTER
120,

South Second St.

Cal.
Mrs. C. M. Wilkinson, of Streator,
II!.. arrived In the clt last ynlght and
will remain here for a few days visiting friends. The lady formerly resided

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Mllligan'a
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
clean" things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

GO.

First Street and Marquette

6, 1905.

BLOATING.

NIGHT

The Bruno Dierkman concert will
be the bill at the KIKs' opera house
on Friday nicht, when the musical
will have an
opportunity of criticizing the young
mnn since n: scconn urn auiwu, under the tutelage f 'bo best Instructors of the old world.
HrunorDleckinann s natural ability aa
a violinist was h ard while In its infancy by the people of Albuquerque.
On his first return from abroad last
year Mr. DlecUmann astonished
a
large musical audience by a wonderful show of impiovement. If his improvement (lining the pact winter Is
anywhere near as great as after the
first year abroad, those who attend on
Friday night may expect something
more than a treat.
The program is as follows:
Concerto No. 23 Moderato. .. .Violin
llmno Dieckniann.
Sonato Op. 5:! Allegro
Beethoven
Mrs. Mabel
Suite III Adagio

.

Stevens-Hlmoe-

Mrs. Maude
(a) Mazurka lib
(b) Notturn". II Minor
Stimmers-Schwentker-

Mrs. .Mabel
Perpetuum Mobile

.

Godard
Sgambatl

Stevens-Himoe-

.

Ries

Bruno Dierkmann.

Pro and Con
Komanze

L. T. Powers

John H. Crum.

DYSPEPSIA

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More

AND

COSTIYENESS

are quickly overcome
'
wben
HOSTtTTER'S
STOMACH

Send your boy back to his studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from the "go
as you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

BITTERS

is used. Try a bottle
Attorney Modisto Ortiz returned
yesterday from Li-- Lunas, where he
went to attend to legal business.
The Duke City Tea and Coffee company, at its openliK' tomorrow, wl.I
perve hot ceffee. Come and have a
cip of t ho bc.-- "what I? '
Odd Fellows' Grand Lodgs Meeting,
Philadelphia, Sept.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell t'ekets to Philadelphia and return
at a late of $50.05. Dates of sale Sep-- t
ruber 13, 14 and 15, good to return
leaving Philadelphia September 27.
Tickets may be extended to October 5,
by depositing same at destination and
on payment of $1.00. For particulars
call on any agent of the Santa Fe. H.
S. LL'TZ, Agent, Albuqiieitjue, N. M.

Boy's New Fall Suits
A splc, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy casslmeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have jutt arrived and
been placed on sale at from

$32

16-2-

Ries
Bruno Dieckniann.
Giunse Alsln II Moniento
,
Mozart

Figaro

HEARTBURN,

DOOM QF THE DOGS
IN CITY OF PORTLAND

MIDNIGHT

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
FOR
AND PALATE. LOOK-OU- T
FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
UNSURPASSABLE.
BEAUTY
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
A. J. MALOY.

Each

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

Ice.

Special Knee

PANTS

WAISTS
Any waist In the house, exclud
ing whites, worth up to 90 cents

counter heaping over with the
regular 75 cent quality at

at

50c' Each
A

serv

Special Mother's Friend

A

KNIGHT'S
COMING.
Svendson SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

Bruno Dieckmann.
Accompanist Miss Helen Pratt.
CliickeriiiK Bros.' piano kindly furnished by I.i arnard & Llndeman.

$62

to

50c

Each

oomplete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

SIMON STERN

IGORROTES ARRIVED AT LEWIS
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
AND CLARK EXPOSITION, AND
23.
SEPTEMBER
here.
CAROUSBEGIN THEIR CANINE
THE RAILROAD
A special net'tin
tf Alamo Hive ALS.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
No. 1. L O. T. M.. will bp held Thurs
Fresh Cut Flowers.
day ai'ttrtioon at 4 o'clock at the res
After many vexatious delays, the
s
idence of Mrs. Ir'a Mason.
Gertie band of head hunting, dog eating
.
Thomas,
from the Island of Luzon have
Mr. and Mrs. L. F Matts, of 205 arrived at last, and the Lewis and
South Arno street, ate rejoicing over Clark exposition Is now the scene of
the arrival of a baby boy, born yester daily tomtom dances and frequent dog
day. Mr. Matts is eh'f f clerk to Agent feasts. Poor Fido and his brother CarH. S. Lutz, of the Santa Fe.
lo are hiding out, but the lgorrotes
Mrs. E. B. Harsch, who was on a will get them sooner or later, for they
summer's visit to relatives and friends have less than six weeks in which to
In Michigan, returned to the city last devour all of Portland's surplus dogs.
The lgorrotes, forty In number, male
night. Mr. Harsch met his wife at
Las Vegas, and accompanied her and female, arrived at Vancouver, B.
C, aboard the United States steamhome.
!'r fesseir Haiir, of Peril n, says of ship Athenian, direct from Manila.
They were taken to Manila from their
Bruno PUckinann:
'His tons U
of the islhils
and full, ins bowing Is excellent, h's homes in the remote
en
a civilInterpretation delightful. It shall give and, never before haVing-seare not the
me much plea.-m- c
to work with him ized city. These lgorrotes
Goods
Call
one swho were at St. Ixuls last year;
this fall.
new to America, and
they
quite
are
in
The Ladies' Aid soeiet yof the Lead
first taste of United States dog
Avenue Methodist church will hold a their
was enjoyed in their village at the
meeting at the residence of Mrs. Portland exposition a couple ot days
Weeds, on West Silver avenue, at 3
their arrival.
o'clock Thursday afternoon. Very im- after
The village awaited them In what
portant business.
may be called skeleton form, and they
Mis George L. Brooks returned this set to work and covered the frame
mornl.ig from a seven week's visit to works of their 'houses with material
the Pacific coast. She spent the great- which they brought along. An Igor
er part of the time at the southern rote would not feel at home in a house
Hose,
Cahfornla beaches, hut called upon entirely made by other hands.
the family of Rev. Rennison and Mrs.
The Igorrote village Is located next
Engines, Boilers,
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HA3 A GREAT REPUTATION.
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you know, if you've tried It, that it's
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
the best ever burned. Its freedom
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WANTED First and second house
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Is the inscription on a badge
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delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
by the Torrance County Fair asRemember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
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AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
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AVENUE CLOTHIER

Igor-rote-

coinr-innder-

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
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Finish oft Fail

FRIDAY
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday,
with local showers. Warmer In north
porticn,
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
the
the
the
the

WEDNFSDAY, SEPT.

THE DIECKMANN CONCERT
INDIGESTION,

No. 1, from
No. 7, frnm
No. 8, irom
Ni). 2, from

Jutt a little more style, Jutt a little better fit. a good deal more
wear for considerably lest money than you have to pay anywhere
else Is what you get by buying our shoes.
It is easy to convince yourself. Just call and examine our stock.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

;

and Examine the Beautiful
Our Sample Rooms
Displayed

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

Steam Pumps,

Packing,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

Office of Osteimoor

&

Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.

O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, X. M.

Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
i
with It exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty in
your order for the fltty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
it means that we must refuse to ship any other orde;s from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment
and trust to be- able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very trulv yours,
OSTERMOOK
CO.
-

v

STRONG'S SONS

O. W.

WHITNEY COMPANY
03

P. Lommori,...

wcei-H'ter-

free-burnin- g

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A

Specialty

....Matteucci.

MERCHANTS

n

John S. Beaven

.spity.

DIAMONDS
Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Kings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

P'fP'lkITT

if

any
are
and
our

,

Lead,"S Jeweler,
RAILROAD AVENUE

Don't wait for an explosion
with gas the humane way.

B.AVIIOLiKKAIjK
J. POST & CO.

cook

IIAIvDWAlvIi
and rktahv
A FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

HARDWARE

Our kangaroo calf shoes for boys
are as strong aa it. is possible'-tmake a shoe. Only the stoutest materials are used in their construction
and they are put together in such a
way that '. is next lo impossible to
wear them out. They look neat and
fit well. 13 to 2, $1.85; 2 to 6Mj. $2.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

STUDEBAKERS'
TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS
'

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

Chop! Chop! Chop!

THE GUARANTEE
10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

'

it, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. - The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
COarse. medium r,r fine nierp
ai Hf- sired. Useful in the preparation of substantial and
desserts. . You need it In your kitchen every day.

Tiresome, Isn't

If

Ask For Dutchess Trousers
1-7-

5

$

2-G- O

$3'

$P.-7- 5

$3-5- 0

$4.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

.

e. J.

110 West Gold Avenue
it-

-

tost rst

ytlbuquerque.

co

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over

our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
l'ltOMl'T DKL1VEKV

ON HVhKY PURCHASE

2X5 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

